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This dissertation focuses on advancing the state of the art in soft robotics
using pneumatic artificial (PAM) actuators. Pneumatic artificial muscles are currently
used in robotic and prosthetic applications due to their high power to weight ratio,
controllable compliance, and simple design. Contractile PAMs are typically used
in traditional hard robotics in place of heavy electric motors. As the field of soft
robotics grows, extensile PAMs are beginning to have increased usage. The bladder of
a PAM affects common actuator performance metrics, specifically: blocked force, free
contraction, hysteresis, and dead-band pressure. This work investigates the effect that
bladder thickness has on static actuation performance of small scale PAMs. Miniature
PAMs were fabricated with a range of bladder thicknesses then experimentally
characterized in quasi-static conditions, where results showed that increasing bladder
wall thickness decreases blocked force and free contraction, while the dead-band
pressure increases. A nonlinear model was then applied to determine the structure
of the stress-strain relationship that enables accurate modeling and the minimum
number of terms. Contractile and extensile PAMs were experimentally fabricated and
parametrically compared to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of each
type of PAM and applications for which they are best suited. An additional PAM
model was developed based on finite strain theory to address the lack of predictive
models. The closed-form pneumatic artificial muscle quasi-static actuator force is
obtained. The analysis was experimentally validated using actuation force versus
contraction ratio test data at a series of discrete inflation pressures for four different
pneumatic artificial muscles, two contractile and two extensile. This work investigates
adding bio-inspired ossicle structures from brittle stars to pneumatic artificial muscle
continuum arm sections. The ossicle structure increases the range of motion and
load capability of the continuum arm section while reducing the pneumatic pressure
requirements. In this work, a static model of the continuum arm section is developed
assuming constant curvature in the section and finding the center of mass of the
section and its end plate. This model is validated by comparing the pressure-angle
relationship at various loading conditions.
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In this chapter, pneumatic artificial muscles are introduced for soft robots.
Hyper-redundant and continuum robotic literature is introduced specifically medically
devices and soft robots, and the modeling techniques that have been used to analyze
these structures are detailed. Pneumatic artificial muscle development is explored
to address how these actuators have previously been used modeled and used in soft
robots and address the gaps in knowledge when using pneumatic artificial muscles
in these devices. The goal of this research is to develop small-scale soft robotic
manipulators built with pneumatic artificial muscles which increase load capability
without sacrificing flexibility.
1.1 Problem Statement
Robotics to-date have been successful in highly structured environments such
as industrial applications. There have been research efforts to increase allowable
interaction with the robotic manipulator during operation by introducing compliant
structures and actuation systems. These compliant mechanisms allow for some
interaction, but there is a need to design robots to be used in unstructured dynamically
varying environments. Hyper-redundant robots have been used to approach this goal
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with traditional rigid robotics, but require a large number of joints and associated
actuation elements increasing overall system weight. Continuum robots are an
extension of hyper-redundant robots which possess a large number of degrees of
freedom, but lack traditional rotary or prismatic joints. Continuum robots help solve
the problems associated with the increased weight of a large number of actuators
and joints, but are generally still constructed of metals and other hard materials.
Soft robotic manipulators attempt to overcome the drawbacks associated
with an increased number of actuators and system weight by introducing increasingly
flexible bodies and actuators to the manipulator. These lightweight bodies deform
to interact with unstructured environments for tasks such as unplanned grasping
of objects in unexpected orientations. In soft robotics, there are a number of
inspirational biological examples ranging from terrestrial animals such as an elephant’s
trunk to aquatic animals such as sea-stars and octopuses. In potential aquatic and
space applications, there is a reduced impact of self weight on the performance of the
manipulator. To build a robot with a soft body requires a light-weight, soft actuator
such as pneumatic artificial muscles.
Pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs) will be investigated in this dissertation
for use in soft robots and continuum manipulators. To investigate PAMs, this
research will specifically study miniaturization and performance metrics of PAMs.
The miniaturization and metrics will be used to compare extensile and contractile
PAMs for use in a soft robotic manipulator. After comparing the two types of
PAMs, one will be chosen and applied to a bio-inspired continuum manipulator
to achieve high force to compliance. Reduced order modeling of the manipulator
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will be formulated and quasi-statically validated with experiments on the fabricated
manipulator.
The purpose of the research is to investigate the use of PAMs as actuators
in robotic manipulators, specifically bio-inspired continuum manipulators. The
major goals are to precisely model both contractile and extensile PAM behavior, and
validate models of the continuum systems employing these actuators. More broadly,
this dissertation aims to complement and improve upon the existing knowledge of
PAM-based continuum robotics.
1.2 Continuum Robotics
Continuum robots are robots that have a high to near infinite number of
degrees of freedom to work in cluttered environments where obstacle avoidance is
necessary, and are extensions of hyper-redundant or “serpentine” robots [1]. One of
the first hyper-redundant manipulators dates to the 1960s with the Tensor Arm of
Anderson and Horn [2]. These manipulators are referred to as “serpentine” due to
their ability to snake through pipes [3]. Larson and Davidson patented a flexible
robot arm formed with a combination of cables, hydraulic, and pneumatic elements
actuating a spinal-like structure to improve flexibility of industrial manipulators [4].
A number of trunk-like manipulators have been described in the literature with
some attached to a robotic base [5] and others designed for congested environments
like chemical plants [6]. Hyper-redundant medical devices have also been designed
with similar functionality to continuum medical device such as a tendon actuated
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hyper-redundant arthroscope steerable tip [7]. Wilson et al. studied the important
biological features of elephant trunks and squid tentacles and incorporated them
into pneumatic bellows manipulators and gripper for pick and place experiments [8].
Continuum robots are robots that do not contain rigid links and identifiable
rotation joints. Depending on the actuation mechanism these robots have been
grouped as intrinsic, extrinsic, or hybrid [9]. Intrinsically actuated continuum robots
have actuators located as part of the section that is deforming, while extrinsic
actuation occurs remotely, and hybrid actuation schemes employ some combination
of intrinsic and extrinsic actuation. Continuum robot structure can vary from a metal
backbone extrinsically actuated to produce motion to a soft manipulator consisting
of an actuator which provides both the structure and actuation.
An example of the latter, Suzumori et al. designed a three chamber three
degree of freedom pneumatic (or hydraulic) reinforced rubber actuators and applied
this actuator both in serial and parallel arrangements [10]. The two section serial
arrangement is an early soft robotic manipulator and the parallel mechanism is
an early soft gripper. Another early soft robot developed was a hybrid continuum
manipulator comprised of pneumatic bellows to control the length of the arm which
was bent by tendons actuated at the base [11]. This arm, seen in Fig. 1.1, was used
for vacuuming during nuclear decontamination and proposed for other applications
including spray washing, materials handling, and robotic refueling.
An overview of hyper-redundant and continuum robots can be found in Webster
and Jones’ review of constant curvature robots [12]. Table 1 in that work, replicated
in Fig. 1.2, provides a sample of the range of applications and design of both types
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Figure 1.1: Kinetic Sciences Inc. tentacle manipulator [11].
of manipulators. As seen in this figure, 37% of the early continuum manipulators
described in that work have medical device applications [12]. For an additional
perspective, Walker reviewed continuous backbone robotics [13].
1.2.1 Medical Devices
There have been a number of continuum robots developed to aid in medical
procedures by improving the ability to steer the instrument to the desired point
of interest in the body. These structures tend to be constructed of shape memory
alloy (SMA) structures and actuators. SMA medical applications include an active
endoscope composed of sections of SMA spring actuators around a central coil
spring [14] and active forceps composed of co-radial SMA tubes to allow surgeons
greater range of operation during laparoscopic surgery [15]. Phee et al. reviewed the
possibility of active colonoscopes for colonoscopy [16], considering actuators such
5
Figure 1.2: Applications of Continuum Robots reproduced from Webster and Jones
[12].
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as the SMAs used in the active endoscope [14], and the three chamber pneumatic
actuators described previously [10], as well as other techniques involving pneumatic
bellows with vacuum clamping.
Medical tooling has continued to be developed for additional surgical applica-
tions. Peirs et al. designed a tool guiding tip for minimally invasive surgery consisting
of four tendons around a super-elastic nickel titanium (NiTi) core [17]. Degani et al.
developed a follow-the-leader manipulator for minimally invasive robotic surgery with
a steerable outer segment around a inner segment which provides structure as the
outer segment extends into the body [18]. Revisions of this concept developed into
the CardioArm with focus on heart related surgeries [19]. Harada developed a laser
manipulator with a central fiber controlled by four radially located tendons for in
utero procedures and demonstrated the feasibility in vitro and in vivo [20]. Steerable
catheters have been developed with SMA actuators [21] and tendon actuation [22].
As mentioned previously, the other large research area for continuum robotics is soft
robotics.
1.2.2 Soft Robotics
Soft robotics is a field of robotics which has rapidly expanded in the last
decade. Potential applications of soft robotics include health care, exploration,
wearable robotics, and human assistance. Soft robots contain little to no rigid
material which allows them to deform to their environment while causing minimal
damage to themselves or those they interact with. Due to the emerging nature of
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soft robotics there is the need to re-examine both the materials used to construct
them and the mechanisms used to design soft robots [23]. As part of an emerging
field, the order of stiffness allowable to still be considered a soft robot is an open
question, but there are examples of soft robots working alongside hard robots and
designs of robots with hard and soft features to provide additional functionality.
For example a soft combustion powered jumping robot [24] can have similar
jumping behavior to a jumping robot designed with a gradient of rigidity to protect
the robot during landing [25]. A robotic system was demonstrated that used a robotic
platform to transport and carry the hardware for the soft robotic manipulator which
deployed from the platform to perform a task such as retrieving an object [26]. If
the hardware is not carried on a companion robot, the ultimate goal is untethered
operation.
The method to provide working fluid to the actuators for untethered opera-
tions is another area of active research. Chemical reactions have been studied as one
method to generate pressure without a pump for untethered operations [27]. Wehner
et al. consider the trade-offs of using battery operated micro-compressors or cylinders
of high-pressure gas for untethering soft robots [28]. They also consider the possibility
of combustion or chemical decomposition which both require future research for soft
robot system integration. Options such as micro-compressors provide pressures and
flow rates ranging from 0.2-0.55 MPa and 1.7-10.7 SLM, with a run time limited
by the energy consumption of the compressor and size of the chosen batter, while
cylinders provide high pressure and flow rates ranging from 5.6-30 MPa with 18-650
SLM, but operating cycles limited by cylinder volume. Pressure generation has been
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an area of focus due to pneumatic actuators being commonly used.
For soft robotic applications, common actuation schemes rely on pneumatics
[29], shape memory alloys [30], externally actuated tendons [31], and electroactive
polymers (EAP) [32]. Pneumatic actuation schemes include pneumatic bellows,
pneumatic artificial muscles, and multi-chamber actuators where shape change is
achieved through pressurization of a chamber. Wakimoto et al. developed miniature
pneumatic bellows using a micro-machined mold and placed them as part of the
three-fingered hand, the scale of a tip of a finger, to demonstrate the grasping of a
fish egg. [33]. Laschi et al. proposed an EAP actuated octopus-inspired arm which
contains both transverse and longitudinal muscles inspired by the muscular hydrostat
structure of octopus [34]. The properties of silicone elastomers were studied to build
and validate a cable actuated mock-up of the EAP design. EAPs tend to have low
actuation stress, 0.3 MPa, while SMAs tend to have low strains, 0.1, when compared
to pneumatic actuators, 16 MPa and strains of 0.4 [9].
Examples of hybrid soft robots include a tapered pneumatic bladder deformed
by twelve externally actuated tendons [35], and AirOct, a section of flexible air ducting
which can be pneumatically lengthened and mechanically bent by tendons running
the outside of the section [36].
There are numerous soft crawling robots drawing inspiration from worms
or other flexible creatures. Arena et al. created an EAP actauted inch-worm robot
which could crawl in a straight line across the table-top [37]. The Meshworm is a
nickel titanium coil spring actuated peristalic crawler [38]. Yuk et al designed a
twelve section planar SMA spring actuated crawling robot [39]. Umedachi et al.
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built a SMA or motor tendon actuated crawling robots, Softworms [40]. Mao et al.
made a simple five arm five actuator SMA tethered starfish which could crawl over
pebbles and small rocks [30]. Both SMAs and EAPs have been applied to crawling
robots.
There is interest in taking existing actuators and externally augmenting their
structure to provide a new desired behavior. Galloway et al. added an exterior sleeve
to the bending fiber-reinforced actuators to control and limit the bending to a subset
of shapes, which can approach joint-like structures with certain sleeve designs. These
actuators were incorporated into a gripper that could more securely grasp desired
shapes such as boxes, Fig. 1.3 [41]. Deimel and Brock present a tapered pneumatic
fiber-reinforced actuator, PneuFlex, used on a soft hand which can complete a variety
of different grasps with five finger and two palm actuators [42]. Galloway et al.
used two soft fiber-reinforced hydraulic actuators and applied these to grippers for
deep sea sampling [43]. The first is an actuator that couples bending and twisting
by incorporating a single fiber reinforcement to wrap around an object, and the
second takes the PneuNet bellows actuators and incorporates fiber reinforcements to
increase the pressure capability from 60 kpa [44] to 160 kpa [43].
Figure 1.3: Pneumatic bellows with added sleeves to localize bending [41].
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In addition to the pneumatic bellows, there are a number of soft robots
actuated by pneumatic artificial muscles. Walker et al. details the cephalopod
inspiration and initial design of the OCTARM, a four section, twelve extensile PAM
manipulator [45]. The OCTARM has been mounted on a treaded vehicle to move
and place it in grasping distance of obstacles such as a traffic cone and basketball [29].
Trivedi et al. refined the OCTARM with a three-section design [46]. Giri and Walker
studied grasping various objects with the OCTARM such as a toy car and carton
of eggs, Fig. 1.4 [47]. These arms were grasping relatively lightweight objects of
approximately 5 lbs. or less.
(a) Car (b) Eggs
Figure 1.4: OCTARM grasping different objects [47]
Bartow et al. details a large contractile arm that hooks onto smaller objects
such as headphones, Fig. 1.5 [48].
Kang et al. constructed a six section, 24 PAM arm to mimic functionality
found in octopus such a traveling bend point during reaching and whole arm grasping
[49]. Kang et al. further refined and tested a four section, twelve PAM extending
manipulator, and related the model to Euler Angles [50]. Kim et al. designed a three
section arm with a simple motion tracking system [51]. Additional perspectives on
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Figure 1.5: Contractile PAM Manipulator [48].
the field of soft robotics can be found in the review by Rus and Tolley [52], and the
review of types of deformations and actuation in the review of ”soft matter robotics”
by Wang and Iida [53]. After constructing a manipulator there is a need to model
its movement for the purposes of design improvements, simulation, and control.
1.2.3 Continuum Robotics Modeling
Chrikjian and Burdick developed the modeling framework to approximate
hyper-redundant manipulators as a continuum described by a backbone curve using
an integral formulation [54]. Continuum robot modeling uses a continuous model of
the manipulator such a beam or rod to describe the motion of this backbone curve
or introduces simplifying assumptions, like constant section curvature, to reduce the
continuum equations.
12
Figure 1.6: Extensile PAM Manipulator grasping ball [49].
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1.2.3.1 Continuum Models
Continuum models of continuum robots are models which consider the dis-
tributed force, actuation, and material properties along the length of the manipulator.
These methods usually model the manipulator as an Euler-Bernoulli beam or Cosserat
rod to predict the behavior along the length. The use of beam/rod models makes
these techniques particularly useful for manipulators with an elastic backbone. Gra-
vange et al. modeled a planar spring steel backbone manipulator by first calculating
the energy to deform the beam and then using Hamilton’s principle to formulate
the large deflection dynamics of a the manipulator. This worked showed support
for the constant curvature model when the model was evaluated while neglecting
temporal effects [55]. Trivedi et al. develop a geometrically exact modeling approach
using a Cosserat rod model for each section of the manipulator to account for the
effects of gravitational loading [56,57]. They noted the large error associated with
the constant curvature model, 50-100% the length of the arm, when compared to
the full-order rod model, 5% the length of the arm, but were comparing a purely
kinematic application of the constant curvature model, i.e. neglecting gravity and
other loads, to the static equilibrium of the rod model. In his review, Walker notes
“the deviation from constant curvature in free space is typically not large”, when
considering gravity effects and not only the purely kinematic equations as was done
by Trivedi et al. [13, 57].
Geometrically exact models using Cosserat rod theory for a cable driven
continuum arm were validated using 3D video reconstruction to determine the
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shape and loading during deformation resulting in a tip position error of less than
6% of the arm length [58]. Mahvash et al. used a special Cosserat rod model to
implement a stiffness controller for a concentric tube robot [59]. A planar three-
section manipulator was modeled as a one-dimensional Cosserat rod in each section,
ignoring shear and extensibility. This model showed less then 1% error in tip
position for the five experimental mass added to a three section NiTi backbone
manipulator [60]. Giorellia et al. developed Jacobian and neural network based
inverse static methods for a tendon actuated soft arm model as an Euler-Bernoulli
beam [61]. Rod modeling has also been used at the actuator level to describe the
single degree of freedom bending of a pneu-net actuator. [62]. Continuum models can
be accurate, ¿5% (of the manipulator length) error in tip position, based on Cosserat
rods when the motion being modeled is well understood like with a concentric tube
robot or when video reconstruction can be used to identify the deformation along
the whole manipulator.
1.2.3.2 Constant Curvature Models
To eliminate the necessity of continuum models a common assumption is
that each section of the manipulator follows a circular arc. This allows the kinematic
expressions to be written in a closed form as shown by Webster et al. for the planar
kinematics of a steerable needle [63]. Additionally, the closed-form relationship
allowed the investigation of the effects of actuator length limits on motion and the
calculation of tangling and untangling of tendons passing through multiple sections
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for real time kinematic applications [64].
Tatlicioglu et al. calculated the planar dynamic model using the constant
curvature assumption for a three-section PAM manipulator like the one in Fig 1.4 [65].
The model developed includes gravitational energy as well as the energy to extend
and bend a segment. The energies were integrated over each section of the arm to
find the total energy and calculate the Lagrangian dynamics. These dynamics were
used to conduct simulation on the behavior of the arm in both open and closed-loop
operation assuming the control inputs were the force to extend the section and torque
to bend the section .
Constant curvature methods are calculated in terms of state variables of
section curvature, bending plane, and length, but for a three actuator intrinsic
manipulator, there is control of the actuator lengths which lead to changes in all
three variables. To develop models in terms of the control lengths and forces of
the muscles, Godage et al. introduced shape functions based on the polynomial
relationships between the length of the actuators for a PAM actuated continuum
robot [66]. The expansions used in that work allow the mathematically singularity
associated with a straight arm configuration to be avoided. These equations were
further simplified by considering the center of gravity of the section assuming uniform
weight distribution. This center of gravity formulation was compared to the total
energy of both the integral and discretized formulations of a single section. While
the authors expected the potential energy should be exact and only small differences
in the kinetic energy are expected, a mass correction factor of 1/0.57 was required
for the center of gravity method [67].
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Constant curvature kinematic analysis was applied to the Festo Biological
Handling Assistant (BHA), a multi-chamber pneumatic bellow manipulator, and
validated the kinematic relationships comparing Vicon motion capture data to
cable length measurements [68]. The BHA was also used to study the effect of the
bio-mimetic tapered shape of the BHA and develop a variable constant curvature
approximation which breaks down each gross section into a number of subsections
of approximately constant radius, requiring a knowledge of how many points in the
sections are deforming [69].
He et al. developed dynamic expressions for a manipulator consisting of a
elastic NiTi backbone robot actuated by three NiTi wires [70]. First they developed
an energy formulation for each component, and then calculated and applied correction
factors for each of the wires and backbone which are polynomial functions of the
bending. In this work, the manipulator is dominated by elastic energy when compared
to gravitational energy. Constant curvature planar kinematic modeling was also
applied to a long thin NiTi backbone manipulator with length change due to the
addition of compression springs [71]. Constant curvature was used in developing
the dynamics of an elastic backbone manipulator using virtual power or Kane’s
method. Static and dynamic steady-state analysis agree with FEA in equilibrium
when considering the effects of actuator and gravitational loading on the manipulator
in a planar case. The manipulator was calculated as ten unit sections due to the ten
discs placed along the arm to guide the tendons and promote bending [72]. Rone and
Ben-Tzvi applied this model to enhance state estimation for two section manipulator
using passive cables to measure section shape change [73].
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Constant curvature has been used for 2D planar tracking control of a multi-
section manipulator actuated by antagonistic PneuNet actuator pairs [74]. Webster
and Jones review constant curvature model formulations and place them in a common
notation to show the equivalence of different notation choices and formalisms [12].
Constant curvature is a useful when working with the motion of the rigid section
divisions common in intrinsically actuated soft robots.
1.2.3.3 Additional Models
Additional modeling techniques have been tested including modeling as mass
spring systems, neural networks, and model free systems. There was a study of
octopus arm motions, specifically the propagating bend point, which modeled the
arm as a planar arrangement of masses and springs to study this reaching motion [75].
Another combination of linear and rotary springs was also used to model the planar
bending of a NiTi spine surgical manipulator with additional linear springs modeling
the tendon actuator behavior [22].
Forward and inverse kinematics were calculated using neural networks for
a path tracking kinematic controller [76]. A neural network was also used for the
inverse static model of BHA which was determined from large number of equilibrium
positions using a Constrained Extreme Learning Machine [77].
Vikas et al. posed crawling with a three limb NiTi crawler as an optimization
problem on directed graphs for model free locomotion strategies [78]. Zhang et al.
considered static equilibrium at the end disc of a PAM actuated arm section resulting
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in large errors at the tip [79]. This work considered a section actuated by three
contractile muscles with central extensile PAM. The actuator modeling only used
the Gaylord force model which is known to grossly over-predict PAM force-stroke
behavior.
1.3 Pneumatic Artificial Muscles
Pneumatic artificial muscles have been used in numerous soft robots as well as
in many traditional robotic applications.
1.3.1 Background and Motivation
Pneumatic artificial muscles are soft actuators which generate an axial force
and motion when pressurized. PAMs were created by Gaylord [80] and popularized by
McKibben for orthotic applications, and as such are known as McKibben actuators.
Additional names for PAMs include pneumatic muscle actuators, Rubbertuators,
pneumatic rubber actuators, and air muscles. PAMs are a part of a larger class
of fiber-reinforced pneumatic actuators, specifically fiber-reinforced actuators with
symmetric pair of fibers [81].
The compliant nature of PAMs and the ability to use a number of working
fluids make them a natural choice for soft robotic applications. Additionally, PAMs
have been tested to over 120 million cycles without failure, with no degradation of
performance observed [82]. The increased efficiency of hydraulic actuation, 40-60%,
has been reported when compared to pneumatic actuation, 25%, up to 30 MPa [83].
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This efficiency was calculated as the work the PAM does through one cycle related
to the fluid input energy to compress and pressurize the working fluid. For soft
robotics, the ability to use both air and water allows the robot to be adapted to
the environment where the robot is operating. To successfully use PAMs in robotic
applications requires an accurate model of the muscle force-stroke behavior.
1.3.2 PAM Literature Review
1.3.2.1 Modeling of Pneumatic Artificial Muscles
Along with creating PAMs, Gaylord produced a geometric model for the PAM















where P is the pressure in the PAM, D is the actuator diameter, N is the number of
turns a braid around the actuator, θ is the angle of the braid as measured from a
line perpendicular to the length, L is the current length of the muscle, and B is the
length of the braid. D, θ, and L all vary as the PAM contracts and can be related
geometrically through the fixed length of the braid and the number of turns the the
braid makes about the bladder. Subsequent research used more detailed modeling
techniques to include the effects of the bladder and PAM shape not included in the
Gaylord model.
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Schulte introduced a modified form of the Gaylord equation which included
terms to model the bladder elasticity, braid to braid friction, and braid to bladder
friction. Schulte noted these terms were probably non-linear and difficult to determine
experimentally [84].
Chou and Hannaford considered a principle of virtual work approach to avoid
the geometric complexity of the PAM [85]. The first equation developed mirrored the
work of Schulte . The bladder thickness was also incorporated to further improve the
model used. Klute and Hannaford introduced the energy to deform the bladder to
the virtual work model assuming a Mooney-Rivlin material model [86]. Kothera et al.
further improved the energy balance model by considering the effect of non-constant
bladder thickness, followed by corrections for the braid energy, and non-cylindrical
tip shapes [87].
As a alternative method, Ferraresi et al. developed a force balance model
based on an isotropic tube with linear elastic material properties [88]. Kothera et al.
refined the force balance model in similar fashion to their virtual work improvements.
First, a non-constant thickness effect was added, then the non-cylindrical tip shape
effect was added [87]. In that work, force balance was shown to better model PAM
behavior (less error at blocked force and free contraction) before and after applying
corrections to the model. Further improvements were made to the force-balance
model with the introduction of non-linear polynomial stress-strain bladder models
and non-zero dead-band pressure corrections which were independently fit for each
test pressure [89]. Robinson et al. extended the quasi-static force balance model to
capture the effect of antagonistic stretching of a PAM [90].
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Table 1.1: PAM Model Comparison
Model Type Bladder Model Additions and Corrections Parameters
Gaylord [80] Virtual work N/A
Schulte [84] Virtual work N/A
Chou and Hannaford [85] Virtual work N/A Non-constant thickness
Chou and Hannaford [85] Variable Stiffness Element N/A 6 parameter fit
Klute and Hannaford [86] Virtual work Mooney-Rivlin 2
Kothera et al. [87] Virtual work Mooney-Rivlin Braid elasticity 2
Ferraresi et al. [88] Force balance Linear elastic 2
Kothera et al. [87] Force balance Linear elastic Non-constant thickness 2
and tip effects
Hocking and Wereley [89] Force balance 4th order polynomial Non-constant thickness 4 per pressure
dead-band pressure,
and tip effects
Robinson et al. [90] Force balance 4th order polynomial Non-constant thickness 4 per pressure
and elliptic tip effects
Chapter 2 Force balance Linear and cubic Non-constant thickness 4
polynomial and dead-band pressure
Chapter 4 Force balance Mooney-Rivlin Non-constant thickness 2
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Tondu provides an overview of PAM modeling techniques [91]. Recent work
has studied the dynamics for two PAM systems under a constant load considering
friction and the air handling system. These models were fit to a single test case for
each system, by varying the braid bladder interaction friction coefficient [92]. Liu
and Rahn develop a detailed membrane model which is able to capture the actuator
lengths and radius changes at low non-dimensional pressures [93].
1.3.2.2 Miniature PAMS
Miniature PAMs or PAMs with outer diameters on the order of millimeters
have received interest for more compact applications and the use of bundles of smaller
muscles in place of one larger muscle, similar in function to human muscle fibers.
Devolder et al. fabricated miniature PAMs with diameters on the order of 1.5 mm and
qualitatively compares a modified Gaylord model to experimentally obtained force-
pressure relationships [94]. Solano and Rotinat-Libersa tested miniature hydraulic
McKibben muscles and attempted to predict performance by relating the hydraulic
cylinder displacement to the PAM motion [95]. Chakravarthy et al. also fabricated
and characterized miniature PAMs with diameters of 1.2 mm for application to
surgical tooling [96].
Vashisth et al. studied morphing applications using a series of 2 mm diameter
miniature fluidic flexible matrix composites, which are essentially PAMs with the
fibers embedded in the bladder [97]. Hocking and Wereley studied MiniPAM fabrica-
tion and testing, noting the degraded contraction performance, 8% actuator length,
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when compared to full-size PAMs, 30-40% actuator length. They also identified
the need to cycling the PAM prior to testing to eliminate the Mullins effect [98],
a property of rubbers where the stress-strain profile changes when the material is
subjected to a higher strain than previously experienced by the material [89].
1.3.2.3 Robotics Applications
The soft robotic applications of PAMs have been discussed previously, but
there exists a much larger body of work of PAMs as actuation devices in traditional
robotic applications. Pneumatic artificial muscles have been applied to robot arms,
hands, and legs due to their desirable actuation properties.
PAM actuated arms include the Anthroform Arm designed Hannaford et al.
to study models of the central nervous system [99]. Boblan et al. created a human-
like arm and hand actuated by Festo Actuators [100]. Tondu et al. constructed
a 7 degree-of-freedom (DOF) PAM robot arm and demonstrated its ability to
complete tele-operated pick and place activities, Fig. 1.7a [101]. Robinson et al.
designed a planar heavy lift robot arm, Fig 1.7b, capable of lifting over 200 lb with a
maximum of 200 psi for casualty extraction, which was used to test control schemes
including adaptive sliding mode and radial basis function neural network adaptive
controllers [102].
Vermeulen et al. created the planar walking robot, Lucy, Fig. 1.8, using
Pleated PAMs, pneumatic muscles which use a pleated instead of braided restraint
layer [103]. These pleated muscles generate higher forces, but require more volume
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(a) 7 DOF arm [101] (b) 1 DOF arm [102]
Figure 1.7: PAM actuated arms
for the larger radial expansion. Colbrunn et al. designed and tested a walking PAM
actuated leg with Shadow Air Muscles [104].
Lee and Shimoyama designed a skeletal hand actuated by miniature PAMs
[105]. Rothling et al. studied grasping with a 9 DOF hydraulic hand and 20
DOF Shadow Hand, Fig 1.9, and after grasp optimization the hands were able to
grasp nearly all 20 object excluding a ring of keys (both hands) and pencil (9 DOF
hand) [106].
For additional uses of PAMs, Woods et al. combined a PAM design with a
pneumatic cylinder to create the PushPAM. The PushPAM converts the contraction
of the PAM to an extending motion like a pneumatic cylinder while retaining the
high force output of a PAM [107]. Vocke et al. packaged two antagonistic PAMs
in a compact package as an alternative to an electric servo motor for MAV control
surface applications. The PAM actuation package demonstrated similar displacement
performance up to 20 Hz with a very large DC torque that motors lack [108].
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Figure 1.8: Bipedal walking robot [103].
Figure 1.9: Shadow Dexterous Hand used to study grasping [106].
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1.3.2.4 Other PAM Applications
PAMs were originally designed for orthotic applications, and there have been
additional applications in rehabilitation and aerospace engineering. For example,
Park et al. used PAMs placed on the lower leg for ankle rehabilitation [109]. Tadano
et al. produced a grip amplified glove powered by PAMs which responded to EMG
signals [110].
In aerospace applications, PAMs have been used to actuate both traditional
control surfaces as well as morphing aircraft concepts. PAMs were used to actuated a
helicopter blade traveling edge flap [111]. A morphing trailer edge spoiler was tested
using contracting and extending PAMs embedded in polyurethane to maintain an
aerodynamic surface during deformation [112]. Morphing aileron with two sets of
contracting PAMs were designed to match conventional aileron performance [113].
Chen et al. tested arrays of PAMs embedded in a soft skin for the ability to deform
as a morphing skin and support surface pressures, such as aerodynamic loading [114].
Zhu et al analytically studied the effect of embedding PAMs in a matrix [115].
1.4 Contribution of Dissertation
The contributions of this research are in the areas of pneumatic artificial
muscles testing, modeling, and characterization and application of PAMs to soft
robotics. This work showed the effect of increased bladder thickness on decreasing
the free contraction and blocked force of a PAM while also increasing the dead-band
pressure. The data from this study of bladder effect on miniature PAMs was used to
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contribute to PAM modeling literature by generalizing polynomial bladder models
across the range of test pressure, reducing the number of parameter needed to fit the
data. A second PAM model applied Mooney-Rivlin solid mechanics to the bladder
model to bring PAM modeling closer to predictive force-stroke modeling.
This work contributed the first force-extension curves to PAM literature
and provided a testing procedure to allow other researches to investigate the full
force-stroke profiles of extensile PAMs. With this new data, contractile PAM
modeling techniques could be applied and validated for extensile PAMs. This model
application allowed contractile and extensile PAMs to be parametrically studied
developing performance metrics comparing the two types of actuators.
The research into PAM applications for soft robots led to the introduction
of structures inspired by the ossicles of brittle stars. This work demonstrated the
impact of these bio-inspired structures for both a single soft robotic arm section
and a multi-section arm. A dynamic model of a multi-section arm was developed
considering not only the continuously bending sections, but also the rigid PAM
attachment sections. A static version of this model was experimentally validated for
both the single and multi-section arm by comparing the actual test pressure to the
pressure determined from the model.
1.5 Overview of Dissertation
Chapter 2: Effect of Bladder Wall Thickness on Miniature Pneumatic Artifi-
cial Muscle Performance. Investigate the degraded performance of miniature PAMs
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by creating custom silicone bladders. The in-house molded silicone bladder demon-
strated that the previously noted degrade performance was a material availability
issue and not a scale issue. With this molding process, a set of PAMs with custom
bladder sizes are then used to conduct a study of the effect of bladder thickness on
PAM blocked force, free contraction, dead-band pressure, and hysteresis.
Chapter 3: Comparison of Contractile and Extensile Pneumatic Artificial
Muscles. Contractile and extensile PAMs were constructed at two sizes to compare
the force, work, and stroke of the two types of PAMs to facilitate the choice of type
of actuator to use in a soft robotic manipulator. Experimental process for testing
was developed to report the first experimental force-stroke curves for extensile PAMs.
Contractile PAMs force models were validated for extensile PAMs, and these models
were used to conduct a parametric study of varying braid angle and diameter at
both scales. From this research contractile PAMs were chosen to construct the soft
robotic manipulator tested in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4: Non-linear Quasi-static Modeling of Contractile and Extensile
Pneumatic Artificial Muscles. PAM modeling such as the model developed in Chapter
rely on parameter estimation to reconstruct the experimental measurements and
is useful for engineering analysis, but can not be used for predictive PAM force
contraction prediction. This work uses finite strain theory to apply a Mooney-Rivlin
model of the bladder stresses to the force balance model, which has been shown
to have better agreement with experimental data. As in the previous chapter this
model is developed for contractile PAMs and then extended to extensile PAMs.
Chapter 5: Single-section modeling of PAM soft robot with distinct section
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breaks. Develops the mathematical model of the single-section manipulator. Studies
the effect of the addition of ossicles to a single section of the manipulator, and shows
the benefit of adding ossicles to a section. Validates the quasi-static model pressure
to experimental pressure and angle data for loads up to 5 lbs.
Chapter 6: Multi-section modeling of PAM soft robot with distinct section
breaks. Extends the single section mathematical model to the multi-section manipu-
lator. Studies the effect of the addition of ossicles to the multiple section manipulator,
and shows the benefit of adding ossicles. Validates the quasi-static model pressure
to experimental pressure and angle data.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and contributions of this research as well as directions
of future work. Future work for the continued and expanded use of ossicle inspired
structures in PAM soft robots and control of PAM soft robots.
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Chapter 2: Effect of Bladder Wall Thickness on Miniature Pneumatic
Artificial Muscle Performance1
2.1 Introduction
Pneumatic Artificial Muscles (PAMs) are actuators that are effective in a
range of applications due to their light weight, high power to weight ratio, and high
fatigue life [82]. PAMs were invented in the 1950s by J.L. McKibben for orthopedic
use, and then commercialized by Bridgestone as the Rubbertuator in the 1980s [91].
PAMs have more recently been studied for aerospace applications including trailing
edge flaps [111], morphing trailing edges [112], and morphing ailerons [113]. For
robotics applications they exhibit controllable compliance, a low operating pressure
and excellent static performance, making PAMs a safe actuator for human interaction.
Robotic research has considered PAMs as actuators for arms [99,101,116], legs [103],
and hands [100, 105, 106]. The controllable compliance makes PAMs a natural
candidate for prosthetic systems which are likely to utilize arrays of pneumatics
muscles [109,117]. Full-scale PAMs, i.e., PAMs with diameters on the order of tens of
millimeters, have been well studied in research with a variety of modeling techniques
1Pillsbury, T.E., Kothera, C.S. and Wereley, N.M., 2015. Effect of bladder wall thickness on
miniature pneumatic artificial muscle performance. Bioinspiration & biomimetics, 10(5), p.055006.
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to draw upon. PAMs have been modeled with both energy balance and force balance
approaches [87, 91]. Additionally, hyperelastic bladder models have been developed
to better model the elastic energy effect on PAM force [118]. Applying these models
to control has been shown to produce accurate responses in PAM systems [119,120].
Small scale, or miniature, PAMs, which denote those having diameters on the
order of millimeters, have the same benefits of full scale PAMs, such as a lightweight
design and high power to weight ratio, as well as a greatly reduced actuator volume
compared to full scale PAMs. This volume reduction is ideal for small robotic
applications, such as robotic hands or prostheses, where large number of actuators
are needed for actuation of multiple degrees of freedom in compact spaces. However,
reducing PAM size to small diameters increases fabrication and modeling difficulties.
Low force and contraction outputs have been reported for miniature PAMs [97, 110].
At small scales, commercially available material choice is greatly limited, leading to
PAMs with lower contractions than those reported for full scale PAMs. Hocking and
Wereley tested miniature PAMs with a silicone bladder which was found to stiffen
with increasing contraction, limiting the obtainable free contractions to 8% at 0.55
MPa [89]. Small scale hydraulic actuators have been shown to achieve higher free
contraction ratios, 20%, but required much higher actuation pressures, 1.5 MPa [95],
which may be dangerous for close interactions with humans. Improving miniature
PAM performance will benefit small scale robotics [121,122] and keyhole surgery [94].
Other aerospace applications of miniature PAMs include micro-air vehicle servo
packages [108] and morphing structures [114].
In this work, a series of miniature PAMs was fabricated to study the effect that
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different bladder materials and thicknesses have on PAM actuation characteristics.
The effects of varied bladder materials and thicknesses have been considered for full
scale PAMs previously, wherein Meller et al. identified similar trends that stiffer
and thicker bladder materials cause decreased force and contraction [83]. In another
study on the effects of variations in PAM parameters, this same trend was identified
for two different bladder thicknesses considered to improve modeling using a Mooney-
Rivlin hyper-elastic material model [123]. Focusing on the importance of the bladder
material, a miniature PAM (diameter of 4.2 mm) was created with contraction ratios
comparable (∼30%) to those found for full scale PAMs (diameter of 31.8 mm [111]).
Based on this initial study, additional PAMs were constructed of the same outer
diameter with varying inner diameters, to characterize the effect of bladder thickness
on PAM performance. The PAMs were characterized under quasi-static loading
to determine the force-contraction profiles of the PAMs. The measured data was
used to parameterize force balance models that incorporate a nonlinear stress-strain
relationship to gain a better understanding of the model structure required to best
capture the experimentally observed behavior, in addition to exploring design trends.
2.2 Characterization of Miniature Pneumatic Artificial Muscles
2.2.1 Performance Metrics
A PAM consists of a braided sleeve surrounding an elastomeric bladder,
both of which are joined with a fitting at each end. When pressurized, the bladder
expansion is constrained by the braided sleeve, causing the PAM to axially contract
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while radially expanding, which produces an axial tension force. Similar to human
muscle behavior, PAM force decreases with increasing contraction [85]. Three
important performance characteristics of the force-contraction profile are blocked
force, free contraction, and dead-band pressure. The blocked force is the force
produced by a PAM when it is constrained to its resting length and pressurized. Free
contraction is the maximum contraction achievable for a given pressure, and is the
point at which the PAM no longer generates any force. A PAM in the blocked force
and free contraction conditions is shown in Fig. 2.1a and Fig. 2.1b, respectively.
The dead-band pressure is the pressure necessary to initiate PAM actuation, that
is, the pressure to overcome the resting stiffness of the bladder. At pressures below
the dead-band pressure, the PAM produces zero force and contraction. A PAM
with high blocked force and free contraction is desirable, as is a PAM with minimal
dead-band pressure.
2.2.2 Experimental Characterization
A set of miniature pneumatic artificial muscles was fabricated from two
commercially available bladder materials and a Bluestar Bluesil (V-330) silicone
rubber bladder molded in-house [124]. The commercially available bladders were a
latex surgical tubing with an outer diameter of 3.175 mm (0.125 in) and a thickness
of 0.794 mm (0.031 in), and silicone tubing with an outer diameter of 3 mm (0.118
in) and a thickness of 0.5 mm (0.02 in). For these miniature PAMs, polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) braids with a nominal diameter of 6.35 mm (0.25 in) were used.
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(a) Blocked Force (zero contraction). (b) Free Contraction (zero force).
Figure 2.1: V-330 Bladder PAM Testing at an Inflation Pressure of 483 kPa
Table 2.1 summarizes the bladder and braid properties of these PAMs. Different
bladder materials were considered since there are few commercial options at this scale
and hardness of the commercial silicone tubing was not available. The braid angle is
defined as the angle between the braid and a plane perpendicular to the length axis
of the PAM. The PAMs were tested in a Material Testing Systems (MTS) machine
to measure the force-contraction actuation curves. The silicone tubing bladder PAM
was tested from 207 kPa to 552 kPa (30 psi to 80 psi). The latex bladder PAM
had a higher dead-band pressure, so it was tested from 276 kPa to 621 kpa (40 psi
to 90 psi). Sample characterization data is shown in Fig. 2.2. The silicone PAM,
Fig. 2.2a, stiffened with increasing contraction. This stiffening can be visualized
through the increasing negative slope of the force-contraction curve as contraction
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increases. The latex miniature PAM, Fig. 2.2b, generated a lower blocked force than
the silicone PAM, due to the higher dead-band pressure, but achieved larger free
contractions. The latex PAM also exhibited a larger hysteresis effect, the direction
of the loading curves is indicated for the highest pressure of each PAM. The high
dead-band pressure of the commercial latex bladder, which requires higher actuation
pressures to achieve similar force levels with softer bladders, and the stiffening of the
commercial silicone bladder both decreased performance of their respective PAM
actuators.
The properties of these bladder materials were detrimental to PAM perfor-
mance and motivated the present study on bladder thickness, highlighting the impact
that choice of bladder material has on PAM performance. For improved performance
a thin-walled, low stiffness bladder was developed. To achieve this performance
improvement, the bladder was molded with a two-part silicone rubber. The bladder
was fabricated to have an outer diameter of 3.2 mm (0.13 in) with a wall thickness
of 0.4 mm (0.016 in). The liquid silicone was injected using a syringe into the mold,
Fig. 2.3, consisting of two outer halves, a mandrel, and centering features. The outer
halves contained a semi-circular groove defining the desired outer diameter for the
bladder. The mandrel, a dowel pin, matched the desired inner diameter. The V-330
silicone was injected into the mold under vacuum to assist it flowing through the
mold and to ensure that the bladder material was fully degassed.
Fig. 2.4 shows the measured force-contraction data for the PET V-330
miniature PAM. The PET V-330 PAM has a comparably negligible dead-band
pressure and exhibited higher blocked forces and larger free contractions than the
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(a) PET Silicone Miniature PAM.
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(b) PET Latex Miniature PAM.
Figure 2.2: Force vs. Contraction Test Data for Silicone and Latex Bladder
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Figure 2.3: Bladder Mold
previously tested miniature PAMs from Fig 2.2. Fig. 2.5 compares the blocked force
and free contraction of the three PAMs tested in the initial study. The blocked force
plot, Fig. 2.5a, shows similar force outputs for each PAM, but the commercial latex
and silicone PAMs do not begin producing force until higher pressures due to the
higher dead-band pressure. Comparing free contraction, Fig. 2.5b, the V-330 PAM
out-performs the two commercial bladder PAMs, while also requiring lower pressure.
For each free contraction curve, a point on the x-axis at the dead-band pressure has
been added to more clearly illustrate the pressure at which contraction begins for
each PAM. As an example of the improvement, the V-330 miniature PAM exceeded
the maximum free contraction of the latex miniature PAM at a pressure below the
dead-band pressure of the latex PAM. The greatly improved performance of the low
stiffness V-330 silicone bladder motivated a more comprehensive study on the effect
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of bladder thickness on performance metrics of miniature PAM actuators, isolating
the effect from the diameter and material stiffness changes present in the current
study.
Table 2.1: PAM Properties for Initial Study
Bladder Material Length Diameter Thickness Shore Hardness Braid Angle
Silicone 41 mm 3.0 mm 0.5 mm – 75◦
Latex 45 mm 3.2 mm 0.8 mm A35 76◦
V-330 40 mm 3.2 mm 0.4 mm A25 72◦
























Figure 2.4: Force vs. Contraction PET V-330 PAM
2.3 Experimental Characterization to Study Thickness Effects
Using the same method as described above, a series of V-330 bladders was
fabricated to study the effect that bladder wall thickness has on quasi-static PAM
performance metrics at the small scale. For consistency with overall size and braid
angle, the outer diameter was held constant for all PAMs analyzed in this study by
using the same mold. The variation in bladder thickness was introduced by varying
the diameter of the steel rod mandrel, which defines the inner diameter of the bladder.
Several V-330 PAMs were fabricated and tested with a range of bladder thicknesses
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(a) Blocked Force Comparion.


































(b) Free Contraction Comparison.
Figure 2.5: Comparison of PAM Performance Metrics from Motivating Study
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that varied between 0.4 mm (thin-walled PAM in the initial study) and 0.8 mm
(thickness of the latex PAM in the initial study). Experimental measurements of the
series of miniature silicone PAMs were compared with the ratio of bladder volume
to PAM volume, VB/V . This volume ratio is directly related to the ratio of bladder









Table 2.2 lists the active length, bladder thickness, thickness ratio, and volume ratio
for the tested miniature PAMs with custom-made silicone bladders. Note that all
of the miniature PAMs evaluated have an outer diameter of 3.175 mm. The slight
variations in PAM length were due to differences introduced during manufacturing
the PAMs, such as the positioning of the bladder on the end fitting and the braid
shifting as the end fitting tube was slid into place.
Table 2.2: PAM Properties for Bladder Thickness Study
PAM Length (mm) Bladder Thickness (mm) t/R VB/V
a 45.2 0.80 0.500 0.750
b 45.2 0.71 0.448 0.695
c 46.5 0.64 0.400 0.640
d 46.6 0.56 0.352 0.580
e 39.5 0.40 0.250 0.438
Each miniature PAM was tested in the MTS load frame at test pressures
ranging from 69 kpa (10 psi) to 621 kPa (90 psi) in increments of 69 kpa (10 psi).
Prior to testing, the PAMs were cycled 25 times each at 655 kPa (95 psi) to eliminate
the stress-softening behavior, known as the Mullins effect, that is present initially
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in the bladder. The stress-softening only increases when the rubber is stretched to
new extremes requiring the actuators to be cycled once at a pressure higher than
the test pressures [89]. Each test collected force and contraction data during three
cycles between blocked force and free contraction. The force-contraction profiles of
the tested PAMs are shown in Fig. 2.6. In Fig. 2.6 the steady-state, final, cycle
of each test is plotted. To highlight again the importance of bladder material, the
force-contraction profiles in Fig. 2.2b and Fig. 2.6a are compared. These PAMs had
the same volume ratios, but the former used a latex bladder and the latter a V-330
silicone bladder. In comparing the data, it can be observed that the hysteresis in
the V-330 PAM was 50% of the latex PAM. All the V-330 PAMs tested also had
lower hysteresis and greater free contractions than the miniature PAMs made from





where Hload is the area under the contraction curve and Hunload is the area under
the extension curve. The average hysteresis for the bladder thickness study was
calculated over the range of 206 kPa to 621 kPa, to cover the test ranges of the
two commercial PAMs. The commercial silicone hysteresis was calculated for the
pressure range of 206 kPa to 552 kPa, and the latex PAM hysteresis was calculated
over the range 276 kPa to 621 kpa. Table 3 summarizes the results of the hysteresis
calculations.
To study the effect of bladder thickness, the performance metrics of blocked
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Table 2.3: Average Hysteresis
VB/V 0.750 0.695 0.64 0.580 0.438 Silicone Latex
η -0.141 -0.131 -0.108 -0.126 -0.146 -0.238 -0.271



























(a) VB/V = 0.75.



























(b) VB/V = 0.695.



























(c) VB/V = 0.64.



























(d) VB/V = 0.58.



























(e) VB/V = 0.438.
Figure 2.6: Force vs. Contraction Test Data for a Number of Discrete Values of
Bladder to PAM Volume Ratio
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force, free contraction, and dead-band pressure were considered. The PAMs were
all similar in length, and it has been shown that active length differences do not
affect blocked force, FB, or contraction, ∆L/L [87]. Fig. 2.7 shows the blocked force
change as a function of corrected pressure
P ′ = P − PDB (2.3)
where P is the applied pressure and PDB is the dead-band pressure. Fig. 2.8 shows
the free contraction change as a function of pressure for the set of PAMs. Since there
are multiple factors affecting the variation of blocked force and free contraction of the
PAMs, including braid angle and bladder thickness, the effect of bladder thickness
cannot be determined from a set of PAMs that also have braid angle variation. To
eliminate the effect of braid angle, a nonlinear stress-strain model was applied and
then a parametric study was conducted to compare all the PAMs with the same braid
angle. The dead-band pressure, Fig. 2.9, increased with increasing VB/V , and at
lower VB/V the dead-band pressure was effectively 0 kPa. The solid line represents
a linear fit of the measured dead-band pressures with negative dead-band pressures
set to zero, highlighting the dead-band pressure becoming a negligible value. The
increase in dead-band pressure with increased wall thickness was expected since
thicker bladders require higher forces to overcome the bladder elasticity to deform
the bladder during the force-contraction cycle. Fig. 2.9 indicates that there are
diminishing returns to improvements in dead-band pressure when choosing bladders
below a certain volume ratio.
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Figure 2.7: Blocked Force Comparison for as built PAMs











































Figure 2.8: Free Contraction Comparison for as built PAMs
































Figure 2.9: Dead-band Pressure Variation vs. Bladder to PAM Volume Ratio
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2.4 Modeling
The actuator model used in this study was based on a force balance approach [87]
with a nonlinear stress-strain relationship [89]. The nonlinear stress-strain relationship
was extended to include a linear variation in pressure. Additionally non-linear
stress-strain relationships which included higher polynomials without the lower order
polynomials were considered to determine the polynomial terms required for modeling.






















where VB is bladder volume, σz is axial stress, and σc is circumferential stress. The
first term of the force balance model, Eq. 2.4, is the Gaylord force. The second
pressure term models the effect of non-constant thickness. In the blocked force

















which is a linear function of pressure where L0, R0, and t0 are the actuator length,
actuator radius, and bladder thickness at the resting length. Using the well-known
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where θ is the braid angle, and bladder volume is
VB = πL(R
2 − (R− t)2) (2.7)
The blocked force can then be found as
F = P ′
[
πR20(2tan
2(θ0)− 1) + π(2R0t0 − t20)− 2πt0R0tan2(θ0)
]
(2.8)
where θ0 is the braid angle at resting length.







was chosen with model order given by n. In Eq. 2.9, σ represents either σz or σc
depending on whether the axial or circumferential stress is being calculated. Similarly











Further, this nonlinear relationship was constrained such that the polynomial co-
efficients, Ei, were a linear function of pressure. A nearly linear Ei variation with
pressure has been shown in previous research [89], so this noted linear variation was
added here in the present work as an constraint to improve interpolation ability of
the model to untested operating pressures. The linear pressure variation applied to




(EiI + EiSP )ε
i (2.12)
where EiI is the intercept and EiS is the slope of the function Ei(P ). The slope and




ensuring the stress is positive for all positive strains and pressures. A curve fitting
analysis was applied using braid angle and linear through fifth-order polynomial












[(F )ki − (FAV G)ki]2 (2.14)
was minimized. The error, ∆, is the average of the error at each pressure, which is the
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sum of the difference between the predicted force, F , and the average force from the
measured data, FAV G, where Ni is the number of points at which the model and data
are compared at a given pressure and NP is the number of test pressures. The braid
angle was included in the analysis due to the difficulty of accurately determining the
braid angle of a manually fabricated PAM. The model structure was also modified to
varied to study the effect of reducing the number of terms by setting certain Ei = 0.
For example a stress-strain relationship containing only E1, E2 and E5 becomes
σ = (E1I + E1SP )ε
1 + (E2I + E2SP )ε
2 + (E5I + E5SP )ε
5 (2.15)
The total error between the predicted and measured force was summed across the
set of PAMs for all combinations of linear through quintic terms. Stress-strain
relationships without the linear term are excluded from this analysis due to the
large model error. The average error produced by the models was compared to
determine which stress-strain relationships produce accurate models without the
extra complexity of an increased number of terms. Fig. 2.10 shows that increasing
from a linear relationship to a two-term nonlinear relationship provides a significant
decrease in average error, but additional nonlinear terms have a lesser effect on the





















where FBk is the predicted block force, max(FAV G)k is the measured blocked force,
∆LF=0 is the predicted free contraction, and max(∆Lmeas)k is the measured free
contraction, are also considered for model selection. Using Figs. 2.10, models with a
low number of terms and low force, blocked force, and free contraction errors are

























Included Model Terms Ei
Figure 2.10: Average Force Error
For the E1&E3 and E1&E4 models, the stress-strain relationships are
σ = (E1SP + E1I )ε+ (E3SP + E3I )ε
3 (2.18)
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σ = (E1SP + E1I )ε+ (E4SP + E4I )ε
4 (2.19)
These models were compared at each pressure for each PAM in the blocked force, free
contraction, and three intermediate contraction conditions. The three intermediate
contractions were chosen to represent potential operating contractions at 25%, 50%,













where x is the percent of free contraction at which the error is being calculated, in this
case either 25%, 50%, or 75%, F∆L=x∗FC is the predicted force and (F∆L=x∗FC )meas is
the measured force at the given contraction. The two models provide similar estimates
of blocked force, but the second model, E1&E4, better predicts free contraction. At
the intermediate contractions there are again similar errors in each model. Table 2.4
compares the two models at each of the five conditions, both including the 69 kPa
case and excluding it. When excluding the 69 kPa, case the average errors tend to
be slightly lower for the first model when considering force errors, but still higher
for free contraction. The comparisons of average blocked force and free contraction
data, as well as tables of errors for blocked force, free contraction and intermediate
contractions can be found in the appendix.
Both models have low error and match well with experimental data. Fig.
2.11 shows the modeling results from the first model. The results from both models
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Table 2.4: Average Percent Error
Model FB 25% FC 50% FC 75% FC FC
With 69 kPa
E1 & E3 2.93 2.93 4.85 9.60 6.60
E1 & E4 2.94 3.02 4.41 9.30 5.54
Without 69 kPa
E1 & E3 1.89 1.45 2.43 4.33 3.03
E1 & E4 1.91 1.55 2.38 4.93 2.20
for the slope and intercept of the included Ei and θ0 are shown in Figure 2.12. Fig.
2.12b shows E3 and E4 have a slight increase in intercept with increasing VB/V . Fig.
2.12c shows E3 and E4 have a nearly constant pressure dependence or slope. For E1
the pressure dependence has a minimal variation with increasing bladder thickness,
while the intercept decreases with bladder thickness. For both models the trends are
similar with the E1 intercept being nearly identical. The higher slope and intercept
of E3 compared to E4 results from the weaker nature of ε
3 instead of ε4. Comparing
the stress-strain relationship at two pressures in Fig. 2.13 shows the stress for both
models is very similar, as is expected due to the small difference in average errors.
2.4.1 Results of Parametric Study
The nonlinear stress-strain modeling results were used to evaluate the model
with a common braid angle and length for all PAMs. A braid angle of 72.8◦ was
chosen since it is near the mean of the braid angles determined by the model.
This allows the resulting blocked force and free contraction information to be used
to evaluate the effect of bladder thickness on the remaining performance metrics.
The results in Fig. 2.14 show that blocked force decreases with increasing volume
ratio. Eq. 2.8 shows the blocked force is a linear function of pressure with a slope
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(a) VB/V = 0.75.
























(b) VB/V = 0.695.
























(c) VB/V = 0.64.
























(d) VB/V = 0.58.
























(e) VB/V = 0.438.
Figure 2.11: PAM Polynomial Modeling Results for a Number of Discrete Values of
Bladder to PAM Volume Ratio
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(a) Braid Angle Variation

















































































Figure 2.12: Dependence of Identified Model Parameters on Bladder to PAM Volume
Ratio
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Figure 2.13: Stress-Strain Relationship at Various Pressures
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determined by the actuator radius, bladder thickness, and braid angle as shown in
Fig. 2.14. The same trend is shown in model Fig. 2.15 for free contraction.





































Figure 2.14: Bladder Thickness Effect on Blocked Force with 72.8◦ braid angle









































Figure 2.15: Bladder Thickness Effect on Free Contraction with 72.8◦ braid angle
2.5 Conclusions
Miniature PAMs with different bladder materials and thicknesses were con-
structed and experimentally characterized. Commercially available bladders at this
scale did not produce PAMs with the desired performance, so customized V-330
bladders were fabricated in-house. These customized silicone bladders were devised
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with low stiffness and the resulting PAMs were shown to produce comparable blocked
forces while achieving greater free contraction ratios at lower pressures. Because of
this observed dependence of PAM performance on bladder material, the effect of vary-
ing bladder thickness for a given outer diameter was studied. With increasing bladder
volume, the dead-band pressure increased. The PAMs were modeled using the force
balance approach with a nonlinear stress-strain relationship, with a newly added
constraint that the terms vary linearly with pressure to improve interpolation ability.
A study was conducted on the number and order of polynomial terms required in the
model to match the measured stress-strain relationship, and it was determined that
a linear term was necessary, in addition to a single nonlinear term (third or fourth
order). The model parameters, including the variation with pressure, were calculated
via optimization for the two different nonlinear stress-strain relationships. Using the
models, a parametric study was conducted correcting for variations in braid angle
between the constructed PAMs. This study verified analytically that blocked force
and free contraction both decrease with increasing bladder thickness. For designing
miniature PAMs, the highest free contraction and lowest dead-band pressure are
obtained with the thinnest bladders. In practical applications the thickness will be
limited by manufacturing repeatability and bladder endurance.
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Chapter 3: Comparison of Contractile and Extensile Pneumatic Arti-
ficial Muscles1
3.1 Introduction
Contractile pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs) are known for the high power
to weight ratio, controllable compliance, and simple design. Contractile PAMs have
been studied for prosthetic and robotic applications since the 1960’s [84]. Applications
of contractile PAMs include robotic arms [99,101,120] and legs [103,125]. Contractile
PAMs have higher force outputs than comparably sized pneumatic cylinders, so
that contractile PAMs have been modified into a Push-PAM configuration, which
is a PAM and pneumatic cylinder hybrid, allowing a contractile PAM to generate
extension [107]. The resting braid angle of the PAM determines the direction
of motion when pressurized. When the braid angle is measured from a plane
perpendicular to the length axis of the PAMs, PAMs contract for braid angles above
35.26◦ and extend for braid angles below 35.26◦ [57]. In addition to contraction and
extension, a non-symmetric family of braid angles can generate various motions [81],
including coupled contraction-torsion [126].
1Pillsbury, T.E., Wereley, N.M. and Guan, Q., 2017. Comparison of contractile and extensile
pneumatic artificial muscles. Smart Materials and Structures, 26(9), p.095034.
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Extensile PAMs are being utilized in the field of continuum robotics [29, 51].
The large stroke of extensile PAMs allows for large orientation changes in continuum
robots. Maximum extension exceeding 80% at test pressures have been reported in
literature [49,93].
There are a number of modeling techniques used to capture the force-stroke
behavior of contractile PAMs [86,87, 91]. To improve these models, modifications to
the bladder model, such as hyperelastic material models [118] and non-linear stress
strain models [89], have been used. Extensile PAMs have been modeled to reproduce
the maximum extension curve and estimate actuation force [49, 56]. With the recent
interest in continuum robotics, both extensile, [29, 51], and contractile PAMs, [48],
are being used in similar capacities. As this area continues to gain interest, the
choice of when to use extensile or contractile muscles will need to be assessed based
on required force and stroke, as well as applicability in a range of applications in a
manipulator or robot.
In this work contractile and extensile PAMs are fabricated, tested, modeled,
and compared. An existing semi-empirical force balance model [127] for contractile
PAMs is extended to extensile PAMs. The results from this semi-empirical model
is used to conduct a parametric study to compare extensile and contractile PAMs
across a representative range of pressures and range of braid angles. Comparisons
include blocked force, stroke, cycle work and efficiency, work and stroke under known
loads at a representative braid angle for a range of pressures, as well as blocked force,
stroke, cycle work and efficiency at a representative pressure for a range of braid
angles.
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3.2 Experimental Characterization of Pneumatic Artificial Muscles
Two extensile PAMs and two contractile PAMs were fabricated and quasi-
statically tested to model and compare their properties. Both types of PAMs consist
of an elastomeric bladder constrained by a braided sleeve and connected by end
fittings. When pressurized the bladder expands, but the expansion is constrained by
the braided sleeve. For contractile PAMs the constrained bladder radially expands
generating an axial shortening and compressive force, while for extensile PAMs the
constrained bladder radially contracts generating an axial elongation and tensile
force. All PAMs were built with latex bladders and polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
braids. The larger extensile PAM and the larger contractile PAM both have an outer
diameter of 2.5 cm (1 in). All the PAMs were tested quasi-statically between blocked
force and free stroke. Blocked force is the force the PAM produces when constrained
to its initial length, and free stroke is the point where the PAM no longer produces
force at a given pressure. The small contractile PAM is shown pressurized at its
initial length, blocked force, in Fig. 3.1a and free stroke in Fig. 3.1b.





3 sin2 θ0 − 1
)
(3.1)
where FB is the blocked force, P is the pressure, D0 is the resting PAM outer diameter,
and θ0 is the resting braid angle. The blocked force of a PAM is highly dependent on
braid angle for contractile PAMs as shown in Fig. 3.2 which shows the effect of braid
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(a) Block Force (Zero contrac-
tion).
(b) Free Contraction (Zero force).
Figure 3.1: MTS Testing of Miniature Contractile PAM
angle on the force output for a given pressure and diameter. The Gaylord model was
developed for contractile PAMs, so positive forces indicate compression and negative
indicates tension. This model will over predict free contraction, but is useful for
determining the blocked force of a potential PAM. The smaller contractile PAM was
chosen to have an outer diameter, 1 cm (0.4 in), and braid angle which attempted to
match the blocked force of the large extensile PAM. The smaller extensile PAM was
chosen to use the same bladder as the small contractile PAM. To achieve the braid
angle necessary for an extensile PAM excess braid was pushed on during fabrication
creating a gap between the bladder and braid at rest. Due to the limited PET braid
and latex tubing availability, these two PAMs used a 0.64 cm (0.25 in) diameter
bladder. For the model described in the next section, the bladder thickness of these
two PAMs is adjusted to account for the inflation of the bladder due to the initial
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difference between the bladder outer diameter and PAM outer diameter. The four
fabricated muscles are pictured in Fig. 3.3 and the properties are listed in Table 3.1.
The PAMs have differing lengths, but length changes have been shown to not affect
blocked force or free contraction percent [87].



















Figure 3.2: Effect of resting braid angle on blocked force output.
Table 3.1: PAM Material Properties
PAM Diameter Bladder thickness Braid angle Length
Small Extensile 0.85 cm 0.16 cm (0.10 cm*) 25.0◦ 20 cm
Large Contractile 2.5 cm 0.32 cm 67◦ 20 cm
Large Extensile 2.5 cm 0.32 cm 13.5◦ 19 cm
Small Contractile 1 cm 0.16 cm (0.081 cm*) 67◦ 27 cm
*thickness after initial bladder expansion
The PAM testing was conducted on a MTS machine between 552 kPa (80
psi) and 206 kPa (30 psi) in increments of 69 kPa (10 psi). Each test consisted
of three cycles starting from the blocked force condition reaching free stroke then
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Figure 3.3: Pneumatic Artificial Muscles. Left to Right: Small Extensile, Large
Extensile, Large Contractile, Small Contractile
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Figure 3.4: MTS Testing of Extensile PAM
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returning to the blocked force condition. Due to the tendency of extensile PAMs to
buckle, the PAM was placed inside of a telescopic clear plastic tube to constrain the
out of plane deflections during testing, Fig. 3.4. The force-stroke curves recorded
during the quasi-static testing are presented in Fig. 3.5. The fabricated contractile
PAMs both achieved approximately 24% free stroke, slightly more than half that of
the large extensile PAM. The large contractile PAM produced nearly an order of
magnitude higher blocked force when compared to the large extensile PAM. The
small contractile PAM produced up to 50 N blocked force more than the extensile
PAMs after overcoming its higher dead-band pressure. The higher braid angle of
the small extensile PAM (close to the limit of 35.26◦) results in length changes, 20%
initial length, more similar to the contractile PAMs.
3.3 Modeling of Pneumatic Artificial Muscles
The modeling of contractile PAMs has been well covered in literature with
both force balance and energy methods [91]. Refinements of these models have
utilized hyperelastic, Mooney-Rivlin, bladder model [118] and non-linear stress-strain
bladder models [89]. Other modeled effects are non-constant bladder thickness, non
cylindrical tip shape, and friction [87]. For this work a linear-cubic stress-strain






































(a) Contractile PAM 2.5 cm
























(b) Contractile PAM 1 cm
























(c) Extensile PAM 2.5 cm






















(d) Extensile PAM 0.85 cm
Figure 3.5: PAM MTS Testing Data. Note the difference in scale between extensile
and contractile PAMs at each size.
Figure 3.6: PAM parameters and forces. Adapted from [128]
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where VB is bladder volume, σz is axial stress, σc is circumferential stress, N is the
number of turns the braid makes, and B is the braid length [87]. P ′ is the corrected
pressure which accounts for the resting stiffness of the bladder [89]. The first term of
the force balance model, Eq. 2.4, is the Gaylord force, Eq. 3.1. The PAM parameters
and forces in the model are shown in Fig. 3.6.
The stress-strain relationship used is
σ = E1(P )ε+ E3(P )ε
3 (3.3)
where E1 and E3 are linear functions of pressure that relate strain, ε, to stress, σ.
This relationship applies to both the circumferential, εc, and axial, εz, strains. For a










where L is the length of the PAM, R is the PAM radius, t is the bladder thickness,
and the subscript 0 represents the initial values. The circumferential strain is
defined from the centerline of the bladder. As described in the previous section
and detailed in Table 3.1, the initial bladder thickness, t0, of the smaller PAMs was
adjusted to account for initial inflation prior to the bladder contacting the braid.
The slope and intercept values of E1(P ) and E3(P ) are then determined using an
fmincon optimization to minimize the difference between the average force error of
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all pressures for the quasi-static test data of a PAM. Error was calculated as the
difference between Favg and the modeled force as detailed in Pillsbury, Kothera, and
Wereley [127].
The force balance model used for contractile PAMs makes no assumption of
the PAM motion, and therefore is applied for extensile PAMs. As in Fig. 3.2, the
force balance model outputs negative forces when used to model extensile PAMs
indicating motion and force opposite that of contractile PAMs. The modeling results
are shown in Fig. 3.7.
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(a) Contractile PAM 2.5 cm
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6


















(b) Contractile PAM 1 cm
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6


















(c) Extensile PAM 2.5 cm
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6















(d) Extensile PAM 0.85 cm
Figure 3.7: PAM Force Balance Models. Note the difference in scales for extensile
and contractile PAMs at each size.
The modeling matches the experimental well and produces small normalized
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errors, Table 3.2. The average error at each pressure was normalized by the blocked
force at that pressure. The error excluding 207 kPa test case is included due to the
large effect normalizing the near zero force levels of the small contractile PAM has
on the average error. Table 3.2 also includes the values of the slope and intercept,
EiS and EiI , determined from the optimization of each PAM.
Table 3.2: Modeling Results: Error and Bladder Properties
PAM Extensile Extensile Contractile Contractile
0.85 cm 2.5 cm 2.5 cm 1 cm
Error,% 1.93* (3.12) 2.43 (2.10*) 1.00 (0.80*) 1.51* (6.32)
E1S, kPa/kPa 0.607 0.0054 1.46 0.0097
E1I , kPa 1310 2190 485 1305
E3S, kPa/kPa 0.780 0.0062 0.0076 1.12
E3I , kPa 326 2.61 408 602
*excluding 207 kPa due to low force level in small PAMs
3.4 Parametric Comparisons of Contractile and Extensile Pneumatic
Artificial Muscles
The following section is divided into two parametric studies. The first study,
in Section 3.4.1, accounts for the physical differences obtained in the experimental
study and motivates the comparisons used in Section 3.4.3. The second study
considers the effect of different initial braid angle on PAM performance.
3.4.1 Parametric Study on the Set of Four PAMs
Due to material selection and fabrication the small contractile PAM had a
higher blocked force than the extensile PAM. Using the model in Eq. 2.4 the braid
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angle of the small contractile PAM was modified to match the blocked force of the
extensile PAM. This was achieved by matching the slope of the blocked force as a
function of pressure for the small contractile PAM with the slope of the extensile
PAM. This braid angle, 61.15◦, was then also assigned to the large contractile PAM.
The large extensile PAM braid angle was kept at 13.5◦ and the small extensile PAM
was also set to this angle. The results of this blocked force matching are shown in
Fig. 3.8. The blocked force is plotted against the corrected pressure, which takes into
account the dead-band pressure, or the pressure necessary to overcome the resting
stiffness of the bladder. The differences in the lengths of the blocked force versus
corrected pressure curves are due to the different dead-band pressures of each PAM.
To remove the effect of dead-band pressure on the following results, the dead-band
pressure of all PAMs was set to that of the 2.5 cm contractile PAM, 75.85 kpa (11
psi).
Using this set of PAMs with the above braid properties, the bladder properties
found during the modeling, and the initial lengths of 19 cm (7.5 in), the differences
between the contractile and extensile PAM cycle work, maximum internal volume,
cycle work density, and cycle efficiency were considered. The PAM work was
calculated as the area under the force-stroke curve at a constant pressure. The cycle
work is presented in Fig. 3.9. The 2.5 cm contractile PAM provides the most work
due to the large blocked force, nearly 1400 N at 556 kpa, while the large extensile
PAM produces more work than the miniature contractile PAM since they have the
same blocked forces, as detailed above in the set up, while the larger extensile PAM
has a greater free stroke. Having the lowest blocked force, 30 N, the small extensile
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Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.8: Contractile PAM braid angle selection based on blocked force of extensile
PAM
PAM produces the least work. Using the relationship between the braid length, PAM
length, PAM radius, and bladder thickness Eqs. 3.6-3.10, the internal volume of the
PAMs can be calculated.















Vint = Lπ(R− t)2 (3.10)
where B is the braid length, N is the number of turns of the braid, and Vb is the
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Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.9: Isobaric Actuation Cycle Work.
volume of the bladder. The maximum internal PAM volume is shown in Fig. 3.10.
The difference in initial volumes of the two smaller PAMs is due to the different
loosenesses of the braid over the bladder.
The efficiency of the actuation cycle and work density can be determined for
the set of PAMs. The cycle efficiency is calculated as
ηc =
Wout
∆V P0 + V0∆P + ∆V∆P
(3.11)
where V0 is the initial internal PAM volume, ∆V is the change in PAM volume
during the full stroke, P0 is the atmospheric pressure, and ∆P is the test pressure.
The modeled actuation cycle efficiency is presented in Fig. 3.11. The
contractile PAMs are more efficient than the extensile PAMs. PAMs of the same
type, contractile or extensile, share similar efficiency properties.
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Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.10: Bladder Maximum Internal Volume.
















Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.11: Isobaric Actuation Cycle Efficiency
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Similar trends are shown for work density Fig. 3.12. The work density is
defined as the work, Fig. 3.9, divided by the max volume of the cycle, Fig. 3.10.
Contractile PAMs with the same braid angle have nearly identical work densities,
and contractile PAMs have a greater work density than extensile PAMs























Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.12: Isobaric Actuation Cycle Work Density
To compare the ability of the set of PAMs to move a load, the work and
displacement under a known static load are determined. The work under a known
load for each PAM is given in Fig. 3.13 and the displacement is given in Fig. 3.14.
As with the force-stroke plots, for comparison all values of displacement are positive.
The results are as expected with the large contractile PAM producing the most work
and the extensile PAMs producing the highest stroke for low loads and high pressures.
Note that the large contractile PAM and small extensile PAM, Fig. 3.13, have a
different scale for the work contours. The work density results, Fig. 3.15, are similar
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to the actuation cycle plot, Fig. 3.12, with the two contractile achieving similar
work densities and the extensile PAMs achieving about half of that value. The
conclusions drawn from the known load plots, Fig 3.13-3.15, reinforces the results
of Fig. 3.13-3.12, therefore the isobaric comparisons will be used in the following























(a) Contractile PAM 2.5 cm



















(b) Contractile PAM 1 cm



















(c) Extensile PAM 2.5 cm



















(d) Extensile PAM 0.85 cm
Figure 3.13: PAM work, N-m, for a range of loads and pressures
3.4.2 Parametric study on the effect of diameter
A parametric study of diameter was also considered. For a given PAM























(a) Contractile PAM 2.5 cm



















(b) Contractile PAM 1 cm



















(c) Extensile PAM 2.5 cm



















(d) Extensile PAM 0.85 cm





















(a) Contractile PAM 2.5 cm

















(b) Contractile PAM 1 cm

















(c) Extensile PAM 2.5 cm

















(d) Extensile PAM 0.85 cm
Figure 3.15: PAM work density, kN-m/m3, for a range of loads and pressures
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these thickness effects when varying diameter, the ratio of initial thickness to initial
radius, t0
R0
, should be kept constant. It will be shown that this parameter variation
causes force to increase proportionally to R20, with no change in free stroke. This





Equation 3.13 is the equation for bladder volume with R replaced with the



















The force equation with initial diameter effect, Eq. 3.14 was obtained by
substituting R (Eq. 3.12), L (Eq. 3.6), N (Eq. 3.7), and VB (Eq. 3.13) into Eq. 2.4
and separating the R20 term. The terms remaining in brackets in Eq. 3.14 only vary
with pressure, L0, θ0,
t0
R0
, the bladder model, and the current PAM length. Using



























The above stated dependency is shown for εc and
t
R
in Eqs. 3.15 and 3.16.


































) − 1 (3.16)
The internal volume, Vint, used for the both the efficiency and work density
calculations can be shown to also be dependent on only R0, θ0,
t0
R0
, and L, by














Since both force and volume depend on R20, the other initial PAM properties
and bladder model are held constant, and the stroke is controlled and independent of
R0, the efficiency and work density for a PAM with chosen PAM properties, bladder
model, and constant t0
R0
, remain constant with variations in R0.
Custom bladder fabrication would be required to conduct the diameter study.
The braid angles achievable from a set of commercial off the shelf components is
limited, so to experimentally explore this space a braid winding machine would also
be necessary, since the assembled braid angle for a given braid is a function of the
PAM diameter. This machine would also be necessary to experimentally validate
the parametric braid angle study.
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3.4.3 Parametric study on the effect of braid angle
To further compare the difference between extensile and contractile PAMs,
the empirically determined bladder model was used to study a range of braid angles.
Braid angle was chosen to vary since both braid angle and diameter have both been
shown to have a large impact on force or contraction.
The braid angle study takes the single point of the models above and
extends these models through a range of braid angles. This analysis is not validated
experimentally because precise braid angle variations would require use of a braid
winding machine as discussed in 3.4.2.
Blocked force, free stroke, work, and volume all increase from the critical
braid angle at 35.25◦, Figs. 3.16-3.19. As expected from the blocked force shown in
Fig. 3.2, the blocked force of the contractile PAMs greatly increases as the braid
angle increases and the blocked force of the extensile PAMs reaches a limit as the
angle approaches zero, Fig. 3.16. For free stroke the inverse is true, Fig. 3.17. There
is a limit to the stroke of a contractile PAM and an extensile PAM can achieve very
large strokes at small braid angles. The work of the contractile PAMs increases with
braid angle as the force continues to increase, while the work of the extensile PAMs
reaches a limit, Fig. 3.18. The trends for efficiency and work density are similar with
similar values near the critical braid angle for both types of PAMs, but with the
contractile PAMs reaching higher values as the braid angles become more extreme,
Figs. 3.20 and 3.21.
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Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.16: Blocked Force.


















Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.17: Free Stroke.
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Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.18: Isobaric Actuation Cycle Work.

















Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.19: Bladder Maximum Internal Volume.
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Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.20: Isobaric Actuation Cycle Efficiency
























Extensile 2.5 cm OD
Extensile 0.85 cm OD
Contractile 1 cm OD
Contractile 2.5 cm OD
Figure 3.21: Isobaric Actuation Cycle Work Density
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3.5 Conclusions
Extensile and contractile PAMs were quasi-statically characterized to evaluate
the differences in the force-stroke profiles and to apply PAM force modeling techniques.
Current contractile PAM models were shown to be valid for extensile PAM modeling.
The PAMs were modeled using a force balance method with a non-linear stress-
strain relationship for the bladder model. The unified model can be beneficial to
extensile PAMs for situations such as model based control implementation as well
as facilitating the design of a continuum robot arm with a combination of extensile
and contractile muscles. The resulting non-linear bladder models were then used
to parameterize and compare the PAMs. Contractile PAMs with the same initial
outer diameter produce more work and are more efficient, but have less stroke than
the same size extensile PAMs. The high work output of contractile PAMs make
them good candidates in traditional rigid robotics applications. For applications
where large strokes, > 30%, are needed extensile PAMs are a good choices provided
PAM buckling is avoided. Although, for linear extension a Push-PAM may be a
better choice [107], but it could not replace an extensile PAM in continuum robotics
applications. When considering work density, contractile PAMs of different scales
with the same braid angles and similar materials achieve the same work density,
and produce up to twice that of extensile PAMs. The same is true of extensile
PAMs at different scales. These results were also demonstrated for PAMs of varying
diameters and braid angles. As future work the results of the parametric study on
braid angle will be experimentally validated using PAMs fabricated using a braid
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winding machine. With a braid winding machine a parametric study on diameter
can also be conducted.
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Chapter 4: Non-linear quasi-static model of pneumatic artificial mus-
cle actuators1,2
4.1 Introduction
The pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) or McKibben muscle was invented
by Joseph L. McKibben and utilized in many current applications [91]. This device
originally was intended to motorize an orthotic arm for McKibben’s poliomyelitic
daughter [84]. A PAM is comprised of an elastomeric bladder, a braided mesh
sleeve, and two end fittings. Upon inflation of the bladder by a working fluid (air
in this case), the bladder and braid of an contractile PAM expand radially and a
contraction force is generated in the axial direction. Daerden and Lefeber conducted
a comprehensive review of various types of pneumatic muscles [129].
In order to apply these PAMs to engineering applications, the first step is to
characterize their actuation force versus contraction ratio as a function of the inflation
pressure. Two main approaches were used such as energy modeling [80,84,85] and the
force profile of the surface pressure by determining contractile and radial forces based
1Revised version of Wang, G., Wereley, N.M. and Pillsbury, T., 2015. Non-linear quasi-static
model of pneumatic artificial muscle actuators. Journal of Intelligent Material Systems and
Structures, 26(5), pp.541-553.
2The author would like to thank Dr. Gang Wang for developing the analysis of contractile
PAMs using a hyperelastic modeling perspective.
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on the energy conservation due to applied pressure [130]. Although these methods
were conceptually different, a similar force formulation was reached, referred to as
the Gaylord model. Although the Gaylord model accurately predicts block force,
the Gaylord model fails to completely capture the force-stroke behavior of the PAMs
resulting in errors between model predictions and experimental data. To reduce this
error Klute and Hannaford included the storage energy of the inner bladder [86] and
modeled it as an incompressible Mooney-Rivlin material [131,132].
Ferraresi et al. proposed a force balance approach to determine the axial
actuation force [88]. In this approach, the internal stress components of the bladder
were calculated based on the thin-walled theory under the assumption of linear
elasticity. The axial actuation force can be determined from the force equilibrium.
Predicted contraction ratios showed good agreement when the load was low, but the
model agreement degraded as load increased.
Kothera et al. studied models based on energy conservation and force balance
approaches to accurately predict the force-stroke curve for a given pressure. Energy
conservation was modified to account for bladder elasticity, braid elasticity, and
non-cylindrical bladder tip shapes. In addition, the force balance model was refined
to account for non-constant bladder thickness and non-cylindrical bladder tip shapes.
These refinements greatly improve model predictions, and the force balance approach
more accurately predicts experimental force-stroke measurements. These correction
terms improve the model to different degrees for different actuators. However, these
correction terms are developed based on the ad hoc approach to account for the
contributions from the bladder, braid, and tip shape [87].
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Tondu conducted a comprehensive review on existing models of PAMs [91].
Tondu points out in his review that the non-linear relationship between stress and
strain in the bladder and the behavior of the braid are key issues to fully understand
how the PAM behaves. As concluded, a physical, reasonably simple model for the
PAM is expected. Hocking and Wereley introduced a non-linear stress-strain function
(fourth-order polynomial) to account for the bladder material non-linearities in the
force balance model [89]. This treatment is convenient for engineering analysis;
however, the associated material constants are dependent on applied pressure and
must be identified using experimental data. Therefore, this class of model does
not provide a predictive analysis that accurately predicts actuator performance in
advance of testing.
A key goal of this study is to develop an analysis that predicts actuator
behavior using only characteristics of the PAM such as bladder and braid geometry
and bladder material properties. Typically, finite strain theory must be used to
model hyperelastic materials such as those used in rubber or elastomeric bladders. In
this work finite strain theory is used to develop the bladder stress-strain relationships
to be applied to the force balance model. The developed model is then validated on
both contractile and extensile PAMs.
4.2 Nonlinear Quasi-static Modeling of Pneumatic Artificial Muscles
A PAM is composed of an elastomeric bladder, braided mesh sleeve, and
two end fittings. In order to develop the non-linear quasi-static model, the following
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assumptions are used the bladder is modeled as a thick-walled cylinder, there is no
elastic deformation of the braided sleeve, the interaction between the bladder and
braid is neglected, and the bladder material is incompressible. The shape of the
rubber bladder in its resting and pressurized states can be defined using cylindrical
coordinates [133] as follows
r0 <= A <= R0
0 <= Φ <= 2π (4.1)
0 <= Z <= L0
where (AΦZ) are cylindrical coordinates,
r <= a <= R
0 <= φ <= 2π (4.2)
0 <= z <= L
and r is the inner radius of the bladder, R is the outer radius of the bladder,
L is the length of the PAM, the subscript 0 indicates the initial values of these
parameters, and (aΦZ) are the deformed coordinates.
Assuming axisymmetric deformation, the following relations can be made using
λ, the axial stretch ratio along the length of the PAM. For the extensile PAMs in
this work λ > 1, and for contractile PAMs the model was developed using λ < 1.
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φ = Φ
z = λZ (4.3)
L = λL0






































The right Cauchy-Green Tensor, C, is given by [134]















The strain invariants, I, necessary for the Mooney-Rivlin [131, 132] strain density
function, W , are






























I3 = det(C) = 1
W = C10 (I1 − 3)) + C01 (I2 − 3)) (4.11)
where C10 and C01 are experimentally determined material properties [133]. The
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where ps is the hydrostatic pressure determined from the boundary conditions. The







The approach given to solve this equations is to substitute the equilibrium equations
Eqs. 4.12-4.14 into 4.15 and integrate from r to a. The resulting equation, after
replacing A2 with Eq. 4.7 and using the boundary condition σa(r) = −P , is



























The remaining stresses can be determined as a function of σa by subtracting Eq.
4.12 from Eqs. 4.13 and 4.14
σφ = σa + 2CrE
2a2 − Cr
a2 (a2 − Cr)
(4.19)



















σφda = l (II1 + II2) (4.21)
































































































































Applying force balance to the PAM free-body diagram in Fig. 4.1 and using
the tension force, T , the relations for the actuation force F is found
Figure 4.1: PAM free-body diagram
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PrL = Fφ + nT cos θ (4.23)
F + Pπr2 = Fz + T sin θ (4.24)
The PAM geometry to solve this system of equations is given by
L20 + (2πnR0)
2 = λ2L20 + (2πnR)
2 (4.25)
resulting in the PAM force




The deformed bladder dimensions, r and R, can be found as
R =
√








where R is found using the length of the inextensible braid and n is the number of
turns a single braid makes about the PAM, and r is found by relating the volume of




PAMs were fabricated in-house. The nominal length of the large PAM is
128.5 mm, the outer diameter of the bladder is 15.9 mm, and the bladder thickness
is 1.59 mm. The braid angle with respect to radial direction is 72.86◦. Experiments
were conducted using an MTS machine to measure the axial actuation forces and
displacement under different pressure levels. Figure 4.2 shows the experimental force-
stroke results which are used to validate our predictions from the newly developed
nonlinear quasi-static PAM force model.
Figure 4.2: Large PAM: measured force-stroke plots as a function of inflation pressure
Miniature PAM experimental data were used to further validate our non-
linear quasi-static model, as shown in Figure 4.3. The miniature PAM resting
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length was 43.9 mm, the initial outer diameter was 4.6 mm, the braid angle is 73.5◦.
Commercially available silicone tubing material was used for the bladder. Again, due
to the lack of silicone rubber material property data, the Mooney-Rivlin parameters
listed were identified via an iterative parameter identification procedure.
Figure 4.3: Miniaturized PAM: measured force-stroke plots as a function of inflation
pressure.
4.3.2 Model Validation
The non-linear quasi-static model is first experimentally validated using data
from the two contractile PAMs: a large PAM with a latex bladder and a miniature
PAM with a V330 elastomeric material bladder. These bladder materials were chosen
because neither material exhibited non-linear stiffening effects at their respective
scales. Such non-linear stiffening has been observed in silicone elastomeric bladder
materials at small scales [89]. All input parameters are determined from the PAM
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geometry and material properties, except for the Mooney-Rivlin material coefficients.
The Mooney-Rivlin coefficients were estimated starting from values found in the
literature [86], and refined values were identified by manually updating the two
coefficients to improve the fit with the respective large and miniature PAM test data.
The Mooney-Rivlin coefficients could also be measured for specific bladder materials
using standard material testing protocols. However, because these bladder tube
materials were obtained commercially, it was not practical to perform these tests
using flat plate specimens cut from the bladder tubes as residual stresses resulting
from the forming processes would have corrupted estimates of the these coefficients.
Therefore, parameter identification was used for the two Mooney-Rivlin coefficients.
Figure 4.4a shows the reconstructed force-stroke for a pressure of 207 kPa (30
psi). Clearly, the Gaylord model captures the block force (i.e. zero contraction case),
but fails to capture the PAM behavior and free contraction (no load case). In contrast,
the non-linear quasi-static model successfully captures both block force and free
strain, as well as the force-stroke curve. It was observed that these PAM actuators
clearly exhibit hysteretic behavior. In order to capture the hysteretic behavior,
a non-linear dynamic model is needed. Figure 4.4b shows the bladder thickness
variations under different contraction ratios. The bladder thickness is calculated
based on the deformed inner and outer diameters discussed in Eq. 4.25 when the
axial contraction ratio is specified. The bladder undergoes large deformation upon
inflation justifying the use of finite strain theory to determine the stress components.
Figure 4.5 shows the force-stroke results for the different applied pressure
levels. The modeled PAM forces correlate well with experimental data. Both block
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force and free contraction ratio were accurately captured using the model. The
actuation force is slightly over-predicted in the range of 5% to 25% contraction when
the pressure is greater than 276 kPa (40 psi). Table 4.1 shows the average error of
predicted and measured block force and free contraction results. The free contraction
values are over-predicted for all pressure levels with a maximum single pressure error
of 7.1%. The blocked force is over-predicted for both the 30 and 40 psi cases but
under-predicted as pressure increases with a maximum error of less than 7%.
Figure 4.4: Large PAM: (a) comparison of predicted and measured force-stroke
responses at 30 psi and (b) variation in bladder thickness for an inflation pressure of
30 psi.
Table 4.1: Contractile Modeling Results: Error and Bladder Properties
PAM Contractile 4.6 mm Contractile 15.9 mm
BlockedForceError,% 3.6 0.2
FreeContractionError,% 5.2 4.0
C10, kPa 224 172
C01, kPa 27.2 127
Figure 4.6 shows the comparison between the predicted and measured force-
stroke results of the miniature PAM for actuation pressures ranging from 207 to 552
kPa (30-80 psi in 10 psi increments). The analytical predictions correlate well with
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Figure 4.5: Large PAM: comparison of predicted and measured force-stroke responses
under different pressure levels: (a) 276 kPa (40 psi), (b) 414 kPa (60 psi), (c) 552
kPa (80 psi), and (d) 621 kPa (90 psi).
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experimental data except the cases of lowest and highest pressure actuations. Both
pressure deadband (under low-pressure actuation) and non-cylindrical shape at the
end fittings (under high-pressure actuation) may contribute to this discrepancy as
discussed by Hocking and Wereley [89]. Table 4.1 shows the comparison of predicted
and measured block force and free contraction results. The blocked forces are over-
predicted for all pressure levels with a maximum error of 6%. The free contraction is
under-predicted for 30 psi, but higher inflation pressure results are over-predicted
with a maximum error of 8.4%.
4.4 Extensile PAMs
4.4.1 Experimental Testing
Two extensile PAMs were fabricated and quasi-statically tested to validate
the non-linear material model for extending actuators. For contractile PAMs the
constrained bladder radially expands generating an axial shortening and contracting
force, while for extensile PAMs the constrained bladder radially contracts generating
an axial elongation and extending force. Both extensile PAMs were built with latex
bladders and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) braids. The large extensile PAM has
a length of 200 mm (7.87 in), an outer diameter of 25 mm (1 in), a bladder thickness
of 3.2 mm (0.125 in), and braid angle of 25.0◦. The small extensile PAM has a length
of 190 mm (7.5 in), an outer diameter of 8.5 mm (.33 in), a bladder diameter of 6.4
mm (.25 in), a bladder thickness of 1.6 mm (0.625 in), and a braid angle of 25.0◦. To
achieve the braid angle necessary for an extensile PAM excess braid was pushed on
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Figure 4.6: Miniaturized PAM: comparison of predicted and measured force-stroke
responses under different pressure levels: (a) 207 kPa (30 psi), (b) 276 kPa (40 psi),
(c) 345 kPa (50 psi), (d) 414 kPa (60 psi), (e) 483 kPa (70 psi), and (f) 552 kPa (80
psi).
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during fabrication creating a gap between the bladder and braid at rest in the small
extnesile PAM. Due to the limited PET braid and latex tubing availability, this PAM
used a 0.64 cm (0.25 in) diameter bladder. For the model validation, the bladder
thickness of this PAM input into the model is adjusted to account for the inflation
of the bladder due to the initial difference between the bladder outer diameter and
PAM outer diameter. The PAMs were each tested quasi-statically with three cycles
between blocked force and free stroke. The two extensile muscles are pictured in Fig.
4.7 and the properties are listed in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.7: Pneumatic Artificial Muscles. Left to Right: Small Extensile, Large
Extensile, Large Contractile, Small Contractile
Table 4.2: PAM Material Properties
PAM Diameter Bladder thickness Braid angle Length
Small Extensile 8.5 mm 1.6 mm (1.0 mm*) 25.0◦ 200 mm
Large Extensile 25 mm 3.2 mm 13.5◦ 190 mm
*thickness after initial bladder expansion
The PAM testing was conducted on a MTS machine between 552 kPa (80
psi) and 206 kPa (30 psi) in increments of 69 kPa (10 psi). Each test consisted
of three cycles starting from the blocked force condition reaching free stroke then
returning to the blocked force condition. Due to the tendency of extensile PAMs to
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Figure 4.8: MTS Testing of Extensile PAM
buckle, the PAM was placed inside of a telescoping clear plastic tube to constrain
the out of plane deflections during testing, Fig. 4.8. The force-stroke curves recorded
during the quasi-static testing are presented in Fig. 4.9. The higher braid angle of
the small extensile PAM (closer to the limit of no motion, 35.26◦) results in length
changes more similar to contractile PAMs.
























(a) Extensile PAM 2.5 cm






















(b) Extensile PAM 0.85 cm
Figure 4.9: PAM MTS Testing Data
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4.4.2 Model Validation
As with the contractile PAMs, all input parameters are determined from
the PAM geometry except of the Mooney-Rivlin coefficients. Again a commercially
available latex rubber was used, and to attempt to experimentally calculate the
Mooney-Rivlin coefficients for this rubber tubing used for the bladders is not feasible
due to the residual stresses in the material when cut and laid flat, so these numbers
were chosen from the comparing the model to experimental data. As this latex tubing
used here is not exactly the same latex in each PAM or the latex used for the large
contractile PAM, there is no expectation that the Mooney-Rivlin coefficients are
identical. The chosen Mooney-Rivlin coeficients were of the same order of magnitude
indicating the material model is plausible given the large number of factors effecting
material properties such as fabrication variability and light exposure.
Considering the model results comparing the model to the average force at
each contraction of the PAM test, ignoring hysteresis, the blocked force is slightly
under-predicted for both extensile PAMs. For the large extensile PAM, the free
extension becomes over predicted as the pressure increases. For the small extensile
PAM, the free extension is over-predicted at low pressure and under-predicted for
high pressures. The average modeling error of the force contraction curve is small
as seen in Fig. 4.10 and Table 4.3. The Mooney-Rivlin coefficients were again
manually adjusted to reduce the error between the model and data. The resulting
Mooney-Rivlin coefficients were chosen such that C01 = 0 reducing the material to a
Neo-Hookean model for a simple material model, but more accurate Mooney-Rivlin
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coefficients could improve the model fit.
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(a) Extensile PAM 2.5 cm
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(b) Extensile PAM 0.85 cm
Figure 4.10: PAM MTS Testing Data
Table 4.3: Extenisle Modeling Results: Error and Bladder Properties
PAM Extensile 0.85 cm Extensile 2.5 cm
Error,% 2.42* (3.21) 1.41 (1.33*)
C10, kPa 213 285
C01, kPa 0 0
*excluding 207 kPa due to low force level in small PAM
4.5 Conclusions
Experimental force-stroke results from two different sizes and two different
types of PAM actuators were used to validate our newly developed quasi-static
non-linear model and good agreement was achieved. It is clearly demonstrated that
the accurate prediction of non-linear stress components in the bladder material is
the key for the PAM model development. The Mooney-Rivlin model was adopted
to represent the rubber material constitutive equation in our model, in which two
constants are assumed. In all simulations, we determined them via an iterative
process due to the lack of rubber stress and deformation experimental data. We
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expect that more accurate Mooney-Rivlin parameters could further improve our
predictions. On the other hand, we may need to use other hyperelastic models to
represent the rubber behaviors to meet a wide range of actuation conditions. In this
case, we can simply update the hyperelastic model and derive corresponding solutions
based on the existing finite strain framework. The developed physics-based non-linear
quasi-static model was applied to contractile and extensile PAMs. It was shown for
both contractile PAMs and extensile PAMs that this model can accurately model
PAM behavior at multiple scales. The model developed can serve as a PAM design
tool because PAM physical design variables (original length, bladder dimensions,
and material properties), as well as actuation conditions, are input parameters in
the model. One disadvantage is that the Mooney–Rivlin parameters, C10 and C01,
may not be known and may need to be identified from PAM test data or bladder
material testing data.
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Chapter 5: Single Section Bio-Inspired Pneumatic Artificial Muscle
Continuum Robot Arm
5.1 Introduction
Continuum robots are a growing field of robotics which allow for a high
degree of flexibility to mimic various biological structures. These robots can take
the form of rigid hyper-redundant robotics, [54] to many examples in the field of soft
robotics [43,47,75]. Soft actuators lend themselves to continuum robotics due to their
ability also achieve high flexibility. In this work, a brittle star inspired continuum
robotic manipulator was constructed with an plastic ossicle structure actuated by
pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs). PAMs are a highly compliant light-weight
actuator controlled by pressurized fluid, typically air. This compliant nature makes
them well suited for continuum robotics. PAMs have been applied in applications
including trailing edge flap actuation [112], high-strength robotic arms [120], and
soft robotic arms [29].
The majority of continuum PAM robotic manipulators have been constructed
from extensile PAMs [29,49,51], PAMs which extend when pressurize, with a few
examples of manipulators constructed from contractile PAMs [48], PAMs which
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contract and radially expand when pressurize. The minimal radius decrease seen in
extensile PAMs allows strategies such as distributed ties or strings to maintain the
actuator alignment and reduce active PAM buckling during operation. The same
strategies are difficult to employ in contractile PAM manipulators due to the large
radius change the actuators experience and tend to lead to inactive PAM buckling.
An overview of PAM modeling can be found in the work of Tondu [91]. The
force balance modeling used in this work is an extension of the work of Kothera et
al. [87], with non-linear stress strain modeling [89], and a linear relationship with
pressure as described in Chapter 2.
Continuum arm modeling involves a number of simplifying assumptions or
continuum mechanics models that are computationally slow due to their complexity.
The constant curvature assumption is used in many modeling techniques [12]. Variable
curvature kinematics can be broken down into sections of constant curvature [69].
Dynamic models can include beam equations [55], continuum mechanics [58, 136], or
simplifying assumptions such as constant curvature kinematics [65,67].
In this work, a continuum arm section is constructed from three PAMs with
an incorporated ossicle-inspired structure towards the goal of eliminating the inactive
PAM buckling. The PAM was modeled using a force balance modeling approach,
and the arm motion was modeled with a constant curvature kinematic model using
the center of gravity to calculate the required force. The motion of the arm was
recorded and compared to the expected model for an unloaded case as well as a set
of loading conditions.
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5.2 Bio-Inspired Manipulator Design
The manipulator section is constructed of 3 PAMs arranged radially between
two end plates. The relative position and orientation of the end plates define the
pose of the section. When a PAM is pressurized, the PAM contracts and produces
bending in the section. The PAMs used in this work are fabricated with a latex
rubber bladder, a PET (polyethylene terephthalate) braided sleeve and aluminum
end fittings, Fig. 5.1. Due to the thin bladders used to constructed PAMs and the
high force a contracting PAM can produce, the unpressurized PAMs are likely to
buckle. To prevent this buckling, a ossicle structure inspired by those found in brittle
stars was added to the section. The ossicles in the arms of brittle stars serve mainly
as an exoskeleton to define the shape of deformed arm segment and constrain the
maximum bending achievable in the segment. This lightweight minimally-constrained
addition provides structure to support the compressive load from the active PAM
and maintain the desired constant curvature in the section. The nominal properties
of the PAMs used in the work are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 5.1: PAM Material Properties
Diameter Bladder thickness Braid angle Length
1 cm 0.16 cm (0.081 cm*) 67◦ 27 cm
*thickness after initial bladder expansion
The ossicle-inspired structure employed is a stacked hub and spoke arrange-
ment, as seen in Fig. 5.2. A thread is run through the center of the ossicles to
ensure alignment during construction and operation. A second loose thread is run
through one spoke to improve radial alignment throughout operation. Additionally
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Figure 5.1: Type of miniature PAM used in this work.
the spokes have a flange to allow for some rotation of the ossicles. The segment is
capable of around 45◦ of bending prior to the structure fully engaging with some
additional motion possible. The PAMs used in the segment were chosen from a
large set of PAMs to have similar resting lengths and free contraction values at low
pressures. The assembled segment is shown in Fig. 5.4
5.3 Manipulator Modeling
Models of both the PAM behavior and the force required to move the arm
are necessary to relate a desired angle and bending plane to the required PAM input
pressures.
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(a) Single Ossicle (b) Assembled Ossicle structure
Figure 5.2: Design of ossicle structure with PAMs removed
Figure 5.3: Bending of ossicle structure with PAMs removed
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Figure 5.4: Assembled PAM section with ossicle structure
5.3.1 Pneumatic Artificial Muscle Modeling
The PAM force was modeled with using a force balance model with a
nonlinear stress strain relationship for the bladder model. The PAM force is given
by













where P ′ is the gage pressure, P , minus the dead-band pressure, PDB, L is the
current length of the PAM, B is the length of the braid, N is the number of turns
the braid around the PAM, σ is the stress, VB is the volume of the bladder, t is the
current thickness of the bladder, and R is the current radius of the bladder. The
stress-strain relationship used is
σ = E1(P )ε (5.2)
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where E1 is a linear function of pressure that relate strain, ε, to stress, σ. This
relationship applies to both the circumferential, εc, and axial, εz, strains. For a PAM










Due to the low expected force compared to the blocked force of the actuator,
the bladder relationship was modeled to reproduce the free contraction curve, and
provide the best match in the low force regime. More extensive testing and higher
order models can be chosen to improve the fit throughout the range of PAM operation.
This free contraction vs. pressure data was used to determine the bladder model
using the recorded data and a least squares fit for the E1(P ) relationship. The
comparison of free contraction data to the model are shown in Fig. 5.5.



























Figure 5.5: Comparison of free contraction experiment and model.
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5.3.2 Manipulator Static Model
The manipulator modeling approach used in this work, starts from the
constant curvature efficient dynamics for continuum arms developed by Godage et
al [67]. In this approach the energy of the center of gravity of the bending segment
is calculated and used to find the Lagrangian dynamics with respect to the actuator
length. The current work considers the center of gravity of the bending section
separately from the concentration of weight at the tip of the bending section. For
the arm constructed in this work the concentration of mass at the tip of the arm
accounts for nearly 80% of the weight of the arm as well as being located more
distally. The bending section weighs approximately 5 g while the section divider
weighs approximately 18 g. The position, pCCi , and orientation, RCCi , throughout
the bending section are found in a number of forms in literature. For this work the
length, hi, bending angle, θi, and bending plane, φi are used to define the position
and orientation. The variable hi was chosen to help the reader distinguish between
the length of the PAM used here and in other literature from the length of the
bending section [67]. The variable s describes the position along the segment, with
s = 0 at the base and s = 1 at the end. A 2D representation of the section orientation
is shown in Fig. 6.2 with a point mass after s = 1 representing the concentration of
mass of the section plate and any added mass during experimental testing in the
following section. The choice of RCCi reorients the bending plane with the initial
frame [12]. The form of pCCi(s) and RCCi used here is shown below
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Figure 5.6: Single section orientation used in this work. Gravity acts in the positive















cos2 φi (cosθi − 1) + 1 sinφi cosφi (cos θi − 1) cosφi sin θi
sinφi cosφi (cos θi − 1) sin2 φi (cos θi − 1) + 1 sinφi sin θi
− cosφi sin θi − sinφi sin θi cos θi
 (5.6)
The section parameters are related to the actuator values with the following
equations. For the segment considered in this work the first actuator is located
60◦ from the initial bending plane. In these equations li1, li2, and li3 represent the
change in length of the first, second, and third actuators, respectively. Li0 is the
initial length of the segment, and ri is the average radius of the actuator from the
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center of the end plates
hi = hi0 +















3 (li3 − li1)








The above and following relationships can be substituted into the position and
orientation equations to put these equations in a form where the need to divide by










































i3 − li1li2 − li1li3 − li2li3 = 3riθ (5.12)

























































































Similarly, cos θi can be expanded, and all these expansions result in expressions with
only integer powers of li1, li2, and li3. The center of gravity of the bending segment





The global position of the center of the first segment, pβ1 , and the center of the tip
mass, pM1 can be calculated
pβ1 = β1 (5.18)




where pMlcl1 is the center of mass at the tip of the section From these positions and
the mass of the bending section, m1, and the mass of the tip, M1 the potential energy
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can be calculated







Using the Lagrangian dynamics expression with the kinetic energy equal to zero, the





where l is a vector of the change in PAM lengths, l = [l11,12 , l13]
T and this required
force vector can than be related to the PAM force found in the previous section,
G(l) = F (L0 − l, P ) (5.22)
5.4 Section Bending Experimental Results
Due to the radial symmetry of the manipulator, the manipulator was tested
by pressurizing a single muscle and recording the pressure and pose throughout the
test. To verify the model an experiment was conducted to compare a desired angle
to the applied pressure required to achieve that angle. The length of the actuators
are required both to calculate angle and to determine the pressure to produce a
desired force. Given the designed maximum section angle from Section 5.2 and
assuming the length of the inactive PAMs is unchanged, the length of the active
PAM can be calculated from Eq. 5.8. With this length, the force equations in Eq.
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2.4 can be rearranged to solve for active PAM pressure. There is a length where this
relationship is not invertible, but it occurs outside of the operating range of a PAM.
After testing the manipulator without load, the test was repeated for a set of loads,
realized using weights hung from the center of gravity of the tip.
The ossicles were also removed from the arm and the test was repeated for
the same loads without the ossicle structure. The pressure angle relationship for the
two methods is shown with the saturation behavior of the ossicle free case, Fig. 5.7.
The ossicles have little effect on the pressure to achieve desired angles at low loads,
but as the load and angle increases the ossicle structure outperforms the ossicle free
structure, Fig. 5.8.
To compare the theoretical values calculated as described above to the
experimental values, the position and orientation of each end of the section was
recorded with Vicon Tracker using the MX-F40 cameras and recording the data in
Matlab. Using the pose and accounting for the placement of the markers on the
rigid end plates, the length can be calculated, Eq. 5.23 [12].
lij = hi + riθ cos(φij − φi) (5.23)
where lij is the length of PAM j in section i, and φij is the orientation of that PAM
on the plate. The pressure is recorded with pressure sensors and relayed to Matlab
through a serial communication with an Arduino Mega board. Both the model of
PAM length and PAM pressure are sensitive to any initial compression of the PAMs
and lengthening of the inactive PAMs, but the experimental length is also sensitive
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(a) Ossicle Structure Included



























(b) Ossicle Structure Removed
Figure 5.7: Angle vs. Pressure with and without ossicle structure
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Figure 5.8: Pressures required to achieve a given angle for a known load. Dashed
lines represents the ossicle free arm, and solid represents the arm with ossicles.
to the to the exact material properties of the constructed arm. The length-angle
relationship, Figs. 5.9-5.10, does not match indicating there is some change in length
in inactive PAMs as the section actuates. When treating only the active PAM as
changing in length, the pressure-angle relationships, Figs. 5.11-5.12, can capture
some of the low weight and angle behavior, but fail to model the full relationship as
expected due to the sensitivity of PAM length on pressure. When using the length
data obtained from the experimental analysis, the pressure-behavior is more fully
captured, Figs. 5.13-5.14. Due to the hysteresis inherent in PAMs which is here
unmodeled, the average pressure-angle relationship is calculated to determine the
model accuracy. For the experimental test pressure was the input and the angle of
the section was measured, but the pressure from the model was solved given the PAM
length changes, determined from the experimental poses, so the error is calculated
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as both the difference in pressure for a given angle, Fig. 5.15 and the difference in
angle for a given pressure, Fig. 5.16. Both of these metrics are then normalized and
compared, with similar levels of normalized error for both cases excluding 5 lb load
case where the metrics begin to deviate, Fig. 5.17. The error normalized by the
mean of the pressure input in each test is approximately 4% for the tests up to 2.5
lbs of added weight, while the modeling error of the free contraction absolute value of
the difference normalized by the mean of the free contraction values is approximately
2% for the PAM model used in the work.
5.5 Conclusions
A pneumatic artificial muscle actuated continuum arm section was modified
to introduce a bio-inspired ossicle structure. This arm section was modeled using
constant curvature kinematic assumption to determine the position of the center of
gravity of the bending section and its end plate with respect to the PAM length. The
model captures the pressure versus angle trends with future consideration for initial
PAM properties and improved PAM modeling at low pressures. This modeling will
be applied to a multi-section arm with improvements to handle initial compression of
the PAMs due to the ossicle structure and lengthening of the PAMs during loading
and actuation. Introducing ossicles increased the load capacity of the arm allowing
the arm achieve a bending angle of over 40◦ with 1134 g when without ossicles the
arm doesn’t achieve 30◦.
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(a) No added weight



























(b) 50 g added weight



























(c) 110 g added weight



























(d) 170 g added weight



























(e) 250 g added weight



























(f) 310 g added weight
Figure 5.9: Angle vs. Length Tests
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(a) 390 g added weight



























(b) 450 g added weight



























(c) 1134 g added weight



























(d) 2268 g added weight
Figure 5.10: Angle vs. Length Tests
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(a) No added weight























(b) 50 g added weight























(c) 110 g added weight






















(d) 170 g added weight























(e) 250 g added weight






















(f) 310 g added weight
Figure 5.11: Pressure vs. Angle Comparisons
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(a) 390 g added weight






















(b) 450 g added weight






















(c) 1134 g added weight





















(d) 2268 g added weight
Figure 5.12: Pressure vs. Angle Comparisons
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(a) No added weight
























(b) 50 g added weight
























(c) 110 g added weight























(d) 170 g added weight
























(e) 250 g added weight























(f) 310 g added weight
Figure 5.13: Pressure vs. Angle Comparisons
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(a) 390 g added weight























(b) 450 g added weight























(c) 1134 g added weight






















(d) 2268 g added weight
Figure 5.14: Pressure vs. Angle Comparisons


















Figure 5.15: Average pressure error across the range of bending angles at each weight.
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Figure 5.16: Average pressure error across the range of bending angles at each weight.


















Figure 5.17: Average pressure error across the range of bending angles at each weight.
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Chapter 6: Static Model of Multi-section Continuum Arm with Ossi-
cles
6.1 Introduction
Soft robots are an emerging field of robotics which lack the rigid structure
of traditional manipulators. Like hyper-redundant manipulators, soft robots are
used for their flexibility and ability to conform to unexpected shapes. Soft robots
have been used for crawling with smart material actuators [30] and grasping with
pneumatic actuation such as the PneuNets [43] and pneumatic artificial muscles
(PAMs) [47]. PAMs have been used in numerous rigid robot arms [102], legs [125],
and non-robotic applications like trailing edge flaps [108].
Pneumatic artificial muscles are soft actuators composed of a braided sleeve
surrounded by an elastomeric bladder, which either extends or contracts when
pressurized [87]. The soft nature of PAMs makes them a natural choice for a soft
robotic manipulator, having been used in soft robotic manipulators constructed of
both extensile [29] and contractile [48] PAMs. Contractile PAMs were chosen in this
work due to the higher force and work output they achieve [137]. A tendency of
PAM actuated soft robotics arms is to deform in less desirable ways as a result of the
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compliant nature of the inactive actuators. For example, the extensile PAM arm has
points along the muscle groups connected to prevent this undesired motion [29]. To
achieve a similar goal, structures similar in function to the ossicles found on brittle
stars are added to the contractile PAM manipulator and evaluated.
In soft robotics there is interest in taking existing actuators and externally
augmenting their structure to provide a new desired behavior. Galloway et al. added
an exterior sleeve to the bending fiber-reinforced actuators to control and limit
the bending to a subset of shapes, which can approach joint-like structures with
certain sleeve designs. These actuators were incorporated into a gripper that could
more securely grasp desired shapes such as boxes [41]. Deimel and Brock present a
tapered pneumatic fiber-reinforced actuator, PneuFlex, used on a soft hand which
can complete a variety of different grasps with five finger and two palm actuators [42].
Additionally, Galloway et al. developed two soft grippers comprised of fiber-reinforced
hydraulic actuators for deep sea sampling [43]. The first is an actuator that couples
bending and twisting by incorporating a single fiber reinforcement to wrap around
an object, and the second takes the PneuNet bellows actuators and incorporates
fiber reinforcements to increase the pressure capability.
Soft robot modeling is based on the hyper-redundant robot modeling ap-
proximation as a continuum [54]. This can be applied as a geometrically exact
continuous model [58] or there can be simplifying assumptions, such as constant
curvature [12]. Tatlicioglu et al. calculated the planar dynamic model using the
constant curvature assumption for a three-section PAM manipulator. The model
developed includes gravitational energy as well as the energy to extend and bend a
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segment. The energies were integrated over each section of the arm to find the total
energy and calculate the Lagrangian dynamics [65].
Constant curvature methods are calculated in terms of state variables of
section curvature, bending plane, and length, but for a three actuator intrinsic
manipulator, there is not direct control of these values. To develop models in terms
of the control lengths and forces of the muscles, Godage et al. introduced shape
functions based on the polynomial relationships between the length of the actuators
for a PAM actuated continuum robot [66]. The expansions used in that work allow
the mathematically singularity associated with a straight arm configuration to be
avoided. This work was extended by considering the center of gravity of the section
assumming uniform weight distribution. The formulation compared the total energy
to both the integral and discretized formulations for a single section, applying a mass
correction factor of 1/.57 [67].
This work investigates a three-section PAM manipulator and studies the
effect of adding an ossicle-inspired backbone to the arm. For a single section the
addition of ossicles has been shown to improve the load capabilities of a PAM actuated
structure. The manipulator is tested through five different muscle combinations with
five load conditions at each. The manipulator is also tested and modeled both with,
and without, ossicles to evaluate the effect of adding this structure.
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6.2 Constant Curvature Modeling
The manipulator modeled in this work has three bending sections connected
at rigid plates, Fig 6.1. Each section has three PAMs which are offset by 120◦. The
section break between each section and at the end of the arm is defined by the rigid
PAM end fittings and the rigid plate to which the PAM are secured. These rigid
section dividers also serve as a point of measurement for the poses at the beginning
and end of a section. The modeling done in this work used the constant curvature
assumption in each bending section, and then calculates the center of masses for the
section as well as the rigid section breaks. The energies at these center of masses
are calculated to find the Lagrangian dynamics with respect to the PAM lengths.
This work assumed the weight of each section is evenly distributed throughout that
section. The ossicle weight is assumed to be part of the bending section, but no
additional influence of the ossicles is modeled.
Figure 6.1: Three section arm with ossicles installed.
Constant curvature kinematics appear in the review by Webster [12]. The
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constant curvature modeling equations are expressed for the position and orientation
of section i, where section i = 1 is the proximal section. The rotation of the section
















cos2 φi (cosθi − 1) + 1 sinφi cosφi (cos θi − 1) cosφi sin θi
sinφi cosφi (cos θi − 1) sin2 φi (cos θi − 1) + 1 sinφi sin θi
− cosφi sin θi − sinφi sin θi cos θi
 (6.2)
Expressions for the section length,l, bending angle θ, and plane of bending
φ. A 2D representation of the proximal section orientation is shown in Fig. 6.2
with a point mass after s = 1 representing the concentration of mass of the section
plate. For the distal section this mass would also include any added mass during
experimental testing.
The bending plane expression changes based on the orientation of the PAMs
relative to the section definition. The derivation method of φ for different PAM
orientations can be found in the Constant Curvature Review [12]. The first and
third section have PAM i1 on the positive x-axis, and the second section has PAM
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Figure 6.2: Single section orientation used in this work. Gravity acts in the positive
ẑ0 direction and φi is a rotation about ˆzi−1.
i2 on the negative x-axis.
hi = hi0 +
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3 (li3 − li1)
(2li2 − li3 − li1)
)
(6.6)
Identities for sin(tan−1) and cos(tan−1) can be used to rewrite the expressions in
terms of PAM lengths and remove a number of the trigonometric functions from the
expressions for position and orientation.























































































A Taylor expansion can be performed on the resulting functions of θ leaving
the pose of the section in terms of only the PAM lengths. These expressions are
differentiable and can be used to find the velocities of the center of gravities of the
soft section as well as the rigid end plates.
The center of mass of a section can be found by integrating the position through
the section, the integrals of these Taylor expandable functions can be used to find the
position with a polynomial function of PAM lengths. The center of mass formulation
is inspired by the work of Godage et al. [67], but this work separates the effect of
the break between sections where a large amount of the mass is located from the
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The positions of the center of masses of the bending sections, pβi , and non-bending
section breaks, pMi can be found with the following equations, where pi is the end of
the ith bending section and section divider, and pMlcli is the position of the end of
the section divider with respect to the end of the previous section.
pi = pCCi(1) +RCCipMlcli (6.15)
pβ1 = β1 (6.16)
pβ2 = p1 +RCC1β2 (6.17)
pβ3 = p1 +RCC1p2 +RCC1RCC2β3 (6.18)













From these equations the velocities can be determined. From the position and
velocity expressions the kinetic energy, T and potential energy, V can be calculated



















The governing equation of motion is thus
[M(l)]l̈ + [CD(l, l̇)]l̇ +G(l) = F (L0l, P ) (6.24)
where [M(l)] is the mass matrix, [CD(l, l̇)], is the damping matrix, G(l) is the vector
of forces from potential energy specifically gravity, F (l, P ) is the vector of forces
output from the PAMs, and l is the vector of the change of length of the PAMs
starting with the proximal section. The PAM force is modeled using the force balance
model with non-linear bladder stiffness detailed in Chapter 2.
The kinetic energy can be rearranged using the Jacobian relates the PAM
velocities to the center of masses velocities of the respective sections. Equation 6.22
can be rearranged to be written in terms of the PAM velocity vector, l̇, and the
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From the partial derivative of Lagrangian with respect to the vecolicty, the








the damping matrix, C, can be determined from the partial derivate of the kinetic
energy with respect to the length. Each entry in this matrix can be calculated with



















the partial derivative of the mass matrix can applied to each section independently.



















Finally, the gravity vector, G, can be determined from the partial derivative of the
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Additional sources of potential energy not captured by the PAM force model such
as the bending energy to bend pressurized PAMs could be further investigated to
improve the model fit if necessary.
Dynamic validation will be required in the future, but as a initial step quasi-
static validation of this model will be conducted using the arm with ossicles. The
arm with ossicles will also be compared ossicle-free arm.
6.3 Testing of Ossicle Arm
The three section arm with three PAMs per section was experimentally
evaluated with and without an ossicle-inspired structure running the length of each
section. The arm was tested in five configurations that sweep out all the single
muscle per section motions. For evaluating the performance, any additional single
muscle combinations are mirrored by the ones tested in this study. The PAMs
were manually pressurized beginning with the most distal section, then the medial
section and finally the proximal section. The depressurization was done in the reverse
order, proximal, medial, then distal. The order was chosen to minimize effects of
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unactuated PAMs in the more distal sections. The series of test were conducted
with and without ossicles. The distal sections of the appendage have been previously
compared by considering the angle achieved at the end of the section under load, but
this comparison is complicated for multi-section appendages due to differences in
the behavior of distal sections effecting the proximal sections. To compare the two
cases the area traced by the tip will be compared at each load case. This captures
the cumulative effect of the ossicles throughout the arm.
6.3.1 Model Validation
To validate the modeling techniques the average pressure versus angle was
compared to the average modeled pressure for that angle. The average error was
calculated separately for each section and load case and averaged over the five tests.
The model output was calculated using the positions and PAM length determined
from the experimental data. The model performs best for low loads and more distal
sections, Fig. 6.3. Figure 6.4 shows the modeling results for the distal section with
no weight and the medial section with the max test load of 250 g.
For the proximal section, there seems to be two different situations causing
the increased errors. During the tests where the medial section acts in a different
plane than the proximal section, the proximal section appears to deviate from the
model around a moment of 0.825 in-lb. This moment is determined from the planar
distance of the load to the base of the section. The increase in pressure with the
bending angle can be related to the difference of the final plane of bending and the
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(a) Average error in pressure during testing.





















(b) Average normalized pressure error during test-
ing.
Figure 6.3: Modeling errors for all five test cases across all five loading conditions.
























(a) Angle pressure relationship for the distal sec-
tion with no load.
























(b) Angle pressure relationship for the medial sec-
tion with 250 g of weight.
Figure 6.4: Example of modeling results for two test cases.
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plane of the actuated PAM, Figure 6.5. After adding this linear pressure increase
model the resulting errors are reduced, Fig. 6.6, and and example of the application
of the model to one of the test cases is shown, Fig. 6.7.


































Figure 6.5: Increase of pressure with chosen moment has been reached.























(a) Average error in pressure during testing.





















(b) Average normalized pressure error during test-
ing.
Figure 6.6: Modeling errors for all five test cases across all five loading conditions
with linear pressure increase in the third section.
The ossicle structure was designed to interact and limit bending at approxi-
mately 45◦, a similar model could be incorporated at angles above the design value
to improve the model at high angles for the medial and distal sections. To improve
modeling and reduce the effects of non-active PAMs, the ossicle structure could be
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(a) Angle pressure relationship for the proximal
section with 110 g of weight at the tip.




















(b) Angle pressure relationship for the proximal
section with 110 g of weight at the tip and linear
pressure model included .
Figure 6.7: Comparison of modified model in the proximal section model on the 110
g loading case of Test 6.
sized such that the PAMs are contracted and pressurized when in a straight arm
position, allowing the initial stiffness of the system to be tailored to the desired ap-
plication. Additionally operation in environments which reduce gravitational impact,
space or water, would be beneficial. One way to improve model fitting is improving
PAM modeling in the low force and pressure regime. Solutions include a low and
high pressure model, higher order PAM modeling or additional considerations of
effects on PAM behavior, such as bending.
6.3.2 Effect of Ossicles
To study the effect of adding ossicles to the arm, the five motions which
were tested can be rotated by 120◦ and 240◦ to represent the same combination of
muscles for the other two proximal section PAMs. Four of the motions are non-planar
and can be reflected about the plane of the proximal PAM, and then rotated for
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the remaining twelve motions. This procedure generates all 27 combinations of one
active PAM per section. The procedure to track the tip position of the arm for a
single motion is shown in a top down view in Fig. 6.8.
























(a) Initial test with rotations.

























(b) Reflections of single test
























(c) Reflections of single test



























(d) Six resulting curves for a single test
Figure 6.8: Procedure to construct other tip traces for untested muscle combinations.
This procedure was applied to both the ossicle and non-ossicle tests for each
of the five loading conditions resulting in a cone-like shape for each case as seen in
Fig. 6.9. The test were conducted with the arm hanging as in Fig. 6.1, but this is






































































(c) 250 g Load Test without ossicles. (d) 250 g Load Test with ossicles
Figure 6.9: Three dimensional view of test results for no load and highest load 250
g. Colors are consistent with Fig. 6.8, red is original data, blue is the original data
rotated , green is the original data reflected, and magenta is the original reflected
and rotated data.
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Ossicles have been shown to improve the load capacity of a single section
PAM soft robot. To compare the cumulative effect of ossicles in each section, we
consider the X-Y planar projection of Fig. 6.9. This projection will be used to
bound the area reached by the arm to compare the effect of adding ossicles. The
boundary enclosing these curves were found using a shrink factor of s = .091. This
shrink factor was chosen by performing a sweep of shrink factors from s = 0 to s = 1,
where s = 0 represents a convex hull of the set of points. The chosen shrink factor
provided the minimum area ratio for the unloaded test case. The planar projections
for the zero load and 250 g load cases are show in Fig. 6.10, The ratio of the areas
comparing the effect of adding ossicles to the soft structure is shown for all five load
cases in Fig. 6.11. The average area ratio in the no load case of the sweep conducted
was 1.15.
6.4 Conclusions
In this work a three section, nine PAM soft robotic manipulator constructed,
modeled, and tested. This manipulator was tested with five different muscles
combinations and five load cases to study the static model and effect of adding a
bio-inspired ossicle structure. The constant curvature center of mass model developed
was shown to work best at low loads and for the more distal sections. The model was
substantially improved when including a linear increase in pressure above a chosen
moment level the proximal section. Improvements to PAM modeling and ossicle
design should help improve the static modeling especially for the proximal section.
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(a) Zero Load Test without ossicles.






















(b) Zero Load test with ossicles






















(c) 250 g Load Test without ossicles.






















(d) 250 g Load test with ossicles
Figure 6.10: Planar view of test results for no load and highest load 250 g. Colors
are consistent with Fig. 6.8, red is the boundary for the given shrink factor, blue is
the processed data.




























(a) Bounded area for each load case with and
without ossicles.























(b) Ratio of bounded area of the ossicle test
case compared to the no ossicle test case.
Figure 6.11: Effect of load on ossicle structure.
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Overall the addition of ossicles improved the ability of the manipulator to handle
loads placed at the tip. When 250 g were hung from the end of the arm the arm
with ossicles was able to reach an area 2.6 times greater than the ossicle-free arm.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
7.1 Summary of Research and Key Conclusions
This research investigated the behavior of PAMs and their application to
soft robotics. Silicone rubber PAM bladders were fabricated to study the effect of
bladder material and thickness on actuator performance. Thinner bladders provide
better performance until using a thinner bladder would lead to premature rupture
between the fibers of the braid. PAM modeling can be improved by including pressure
dependence in the stress-strain relationship of the bladder for empirical models, or
using Mooney-Rivlin material models can lead to predictive PAM models provided
the materials testing for cylindrical rubber tubing can be performed. Contractile
and extensile PAMs were studied experimentally and parametrically modeled to
understand when to use each type of muscle. Contractile muscles are better with
blocked force nearly an order of magnitude greater for the same diameter produce
50% higher work densities, while extensile muscles are best when the load is low and
large motions relative to the length of the actuator, greater than 30% are required.
Contractile PAMs were chosen to construct a soft robotic arm. This arm was modeled
assuming constant curvature through the bending sections, soft PAM bladder, along
with the inactive section dividers where the PAMs attach. The model considered the
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mass of these two section types separately. This modeling technique was effective for
PAM sections provided the applied moment did not become too large. These soft
robotic sections also included bio-inspired ossicles to improve the load performance
and reduce the effects of unpressurized PAMs.
7.1.1 Pneumatic Artificial Muscle Bladder Wall Thickness Effects
The first section of this research studied different materials and bladder wall
thicknesses for miniature PAMs. Commercial bladders were tested and found to
produce force or contraction less than that expected resulting from scaling down larger
PAMs in a model. A soft thin bladder was fabricated to show that material and not
scale was the cause of this decreased performance. With this insight a set of bladders
were fabricated with constant outer diameter and varying wall thickness. These
bladders were used to study the effect of bladder thickness on PAM performance.
This study showed that increased bladder thickness led to increased dead-band
pressure and decreased blocked force and free contraction.
7.1.2 Pneumatic Artificial Muscle Modeling
Using the experimental data from the set of miniature PAMs studied for
bladder thickness effects two PAM models were developed. The fully empirical model
expanded on previous models which included a polynomial stress-strain relationship
unique to each pressure by introducing a linear variation of the parameters with
pressure. This change allows for better model performance at untested or unmodeled
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pressures. The second model was developed using a solid mechanics approach and a
Mooney-Rivlin model for the bladder material modeling. This model was validated
for two scales of PAMs, and should allow for future predictive PAM model application
once a test is developed to capture the Mooney-Rivlin behavior of cylinders. Both of
these models were developed for contractile PAMs then later extended to extensile
PAMs.
7.1.3 Comparison of Extensile and Contractile Pneumatic Artificial
Muscles
Fabricated large extensile and contractile PAMs then used that sizing to
determine scale for a smaller contractile and extensile PAMs. After experimentally
testing and modeling the PAM behavior a parametric study was done to investigate
the effects of varying diameter and braid angle of both types of PAMs. The models
were varied for both scales to ensure the material effect of the two scales were
minimized. Varying diameter was shown to have no effect of work density or
efficiency for each type of PAM, assuming the material properties were unchanged
with scale. Choosing a braid angle for either type of PAMs closer to the extremes,
0◦ for extensile and 90◦ for contractile, increased work, stroke and efficiency. As
the braid angle moves towards the extremes, contractile PAMs produce higher work
density and efficiency, while extensile PAMs have greater strokes and reduced volumes.
These finding were used to inform the choice of contractile PAMs for use in the soft
robotic arm.
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7.1.4 Soft PAM Arm Modeling
A three-section PAM arm was fabricated and modeled using the assumption
of constant curvature in the bending sections. Both a single section and the entire
arm were modeled and compared to experimental values. The constant curvature
model used a change a variables to write the positions in terms of PAM lengths
and used the center of gravity to model the energy in the bending sections. This
formulations allows the required forces to be modeled directly as the PAM force or
pressure, and introduce a Taylor expansion to avoid the mathematical singularity
when the arm is straight. The model was validated for the distal and medial sections,
but required an additional term when at high moment, high relative load, cases in the
proximal section of the arm. All the model validation was done for the arm structure
after the introduction of bio-inspired ossicle structures, assuming distributed weight,
but no additional interaction with the system.
7.1.5 Introduction of Ossicles
Drawing inspiration from brittle stars, an ossicle-like, or backbone like
structure, was incorporated into each bending section of the PAM arm. The ossicles
were designed to interact at a chosen angle at which point additional bending would
require greater force, but stiffness would be increased. The effects of the ossicles were
shown for both a single section as well as the three section arm. For a single section,
the introduction of ossicles decreased required pressure and increased the angle
which could be achieved as the section was loaded. To study the cumulative effect
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of ossicles, the reach of the arm with every single muscle per section combination
was considered. The planar area enclosed by the tip with and without ossicles was
compared to study how ossicles effect the load capability of the whole arm. For no
loading, the ossicle have little effect to a small negative impact, but that impact is
offset but the increased capacity of the arm as it is loaded.
7.2 Contributions to Literature
This dissertation makes a number contributions to the pneumatic artificial
muscles and soft robotics literature. In the area of PAM experimentation and
modeling two improved PAM force modeling techniques were developed, extensile
PAMs were experimentally characterized across the full force extension range, and the
existing PAM models were shown to be applicable to extensile PAMs. The polynomial
stress-strain bladder model developed included a linear pressure dependence to
improve the interpolation to intermediate (untested) pressures creating a more
generalizable model after a PAM has been experimentally characterized. This model
achieved errors of less than 5% with only 4 fit parameters compared to the 4 fit
parameters per pressure for previous accurate models. The Mooney-Rivilin bladder
model applied solid mechanics to PAM modeling achieving errors of less than 5%
with two parameters which could be determined experimentally for a predictive
model. Additionally, extensile PAMs were experimentally characterized to capture
not only the blocked force and free extension, but the complete force-extension
relationship at multiple pressures. These were the first force-extension curves shown
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in literature, and the methodology used to obtain this data can be used by future
researchers to analyze these actuators to improve their use in soft robotics and other
applications. The previous developed models were shown to also model extensile
PAMs, demonstrating that additional contractile PAM models should be applicable
to extensile PAMs and predictive models like the one developed could reduce the
need for more complicated extensile PAM testing.
The second research area focused on in this work was the application of
PAMs to soft robotic structures. Metrics such as cycle work density were shown to
capture the differences between extensile and contractile PAMs to help determine
which actuator to apply to a system in development. The comparison of cycle work
density was shown to capture the same trends as considering the work or stroke
achieved for a chosen load. Using this framework, a soft robotic arm was constructed
with contractile PAMs which was then modeled. This model applied conventional
constant curvature in the bending section, but included an additional consideration
for the rigid non-bending section dividers. This model was shown to be effective in
low load situation for the one section and the full, three section arm, similar to low
gravity environments where these soft manipulators will see the most use. This work
showed the first use of an ossicle-inspired structure in contractile PAM soft robotics
and demonstrated the advantage of using them. For a single section, introducing
ossicles increased the load capacity from 500 g to 2258 g while bending 30◦. For the
three section arm, these ossicle-inspired structures allowed the soft arm to reach 2.6
times more area with 250 g of load while still reaching 95% of the unloaded area.
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7.3 Future Work
The next steps in this research involve further investigations into PAM
behavior and improved modeling and design of soft robotics. The Mooney-Rivlin
bladder model was shown to be effective when choosing Mooney-Rivilin coefficients
to match experimental data, but a method to study the Mooney-Rivilin coefficients of
cylindrical rubber tubes needs to be developed to validate the predictive application
of this PAM force modeling. Additional considerations which would be of interest to
their use in soft robotics such as the effects on PAM force when undergoing bending.
Preliminary studies of unpressurized PAMs showed minimal effects, but if multiple
PAMs are pressurized to control soft robotic manipulator stiffness this behavior may
become more important. Any improved PAM modeling will be beneficial to further
develop the contractile/extensile PAM framework directly to the design of soft robotic
manipulators. One open question which could be answered is does constructing
an arm from a single muscle type (contractile or extensile) or mixed muscle types
(contractile and extensile) improve performance of the arm. Additionally, for soft
robotic manipulator design the ways to incorporate ossicles to achieve the desired
behavior should be investigated. Possibilities include fewer or shorter ossicles such
that the PAMs are contracted in the straight arm configuration allowing increasing
control over the section compliance. Another way to achieve this goal could be to
introduce a fourth muscle leading to a redundant actuator. The ossicle structure
could also be modified to produce new motion and need not necessarily be radially
symmetric. There are numerous modeling improvements that could be investigated
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including relaxing the assumptions of constant curvature or more fully incorporating
the ossicles into the model, and the addition of other load cases such as those arising
from whole arm manipulation or grasping. For closed loop control, the method to
sense the length and pressure on-board the arm or robot will be required.
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Appendix A: Modeling Errors from Pneumatic Artificial Muscle Blad-
der Thickness Modeling
On the following pages the modeling errors for both bladder models E1,E3






































Included Model Terms Ei
Figure A.1: Average Normalized Blocked Force Error
Table A.1: Blocked Force Percent Error
VB/V 0.75 0.695 0.64 0.58 0.438
Model:E1 & Ei i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4
69 kPa 12.16 10.33 17.43 17.19 19.48 20.84 0.60 1.62 6.61 5.87
138 kPa 5.40 3.35 7.24 5.82 4.98 6.29 0.81 0.32 2.00 1.15
206 kPa 4.87 2.79 5.10 3.47 3.70 5.04 3.91 2.78 0.08 0.99
276 kPa 2.76 0.63 3.33 1.57 0.71 2.03 3.87 2.72 2.29 1.38
345 kPa 1.79 0.36 2.92 1.12 0.10 1.43 0.66 1.87 0.09 0.86
414 kPa 1.55 0.61 1.73 0.13 1.84 0.53 0.45 0.75 1.71 2.69
483 kPa 0.09 2.29 1.37 0.51 0.65 0.67 2.42 1.23 0.14 1.11
552 kPa 0.33 1.86 0.06 1.99 0.13 1.21 0.22 1.00 0.07 1.04
621 kPa 1.91 4.16 1.44 3.40 0.63 0.70 1.61 2.85 0.68 1.66






































Included Model Terms Ei
Figure A.2: Average Normalized Free Contraction Error
Table A.2: Free Contraction Percent Error
VB/V 0.75 0.695 0.64 0.58 0.438
Model:E1 & Ei i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4
69 kPa 47.66 41.87 86.90 71.95 11.86 13.50 27.56 29.46 1.87 4.73
138 kPa 9.76 12.29 6.39 8.14 2.88 2.88 6.52 5.57 2.63 5.26
206 kPa 4.81 2.34 6.23 4.97 3.68 2.21 3.78 2.08 1.05 2.36
276 kPa 4.74 1.80 3.43 0.90 2.34 0.84 2.49 0.98 3.41 2.85
345 kPa 3.72 1.09 3.04 0.71 1.80 0.61 1.98 0.59 2.51 2.16
414 kPa 3.36 1.13 2.92 0.94 1.03 0.09 1.33 0.39 1.66 1.49
483 kPa 3.59 1.65 3.37 1.47 0.69 0.04 0.23 0.50 1.98 1.98
552 kPa 4.49 2.81 3.71 2.28 0.25 0.29 0.86 0.50 0.59 0.76
621 kPa 5.90 4.65 4.59 3.37 0.05 0.30 2.39 2.03 0.88 0.72
Average 9.78 7.73 13.40 10.53 2.73 2.31 5.24 4.68 1.84 2.48
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Table A.3: Force Percent Error at 25% Free Contraction
VB/V 0.75 0.695 0.64 0.58 0.438
Model: E1&Ei i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4
69 kPa 2.91 3.34 6.62 8.80 25.78 22.97 34.39 32.26 4.01 6.46
138 kPa 2.04 0.05 1.60 0.92 0.83 2.14 1.57 2.44 2.03 0.52
206 kPa 1.75 2.63 0.16 1.45 1.22 1.97 3.86 4.30 2.27 1.52
276 kPa 1.19 1.88 1.21 1.97 1.00 1.56 4.50 4.81 2.88 3.36
345 kPa 0.19 0.77 0.87 1.52 0.48 0.97 1.29 1.00 4.02 4.43
414 kPa 0.08 0.47 0.28 0.87 2.50 2.96 0.26 0.00 1.39 1.79
483 kPa 0.32 0.20 0.11 0.45 0.23 0.22 3.00 3.24 0.39 0.79
552 kPa 1.07 0.52 0.96 0.40 0.57 0.12 0.06 0.31 0.36 0.04
621 kPa 4.09 3.49 1.60 1.03 1.08 0.64 0.49 0.21 4.28 3.86
Average 1.52 1.49 1.49 1.93 3.74 3.73 5.49 5.40 2.40 2.53
Table A.4: Force Percent Error at 50% Free Contraction
VB/V 0.75 0.695 0.64 0.58 0.438
Model: E1&Ei i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4
69 kPa 24.34 19.99 19.82 12.88 19.93 15.23 51.50 46.80 5.56 8.59
138 kPa 0.47 0.54 0.05 1.00 4.24 3.19 3.01 1.88 14.54 14.91
206 kPa 2.46 0.18 0.65 1.39 1.42 0.32 3.91 2.83 10.91 11.87
276 kPa 1.73 0.26 2.09 0.22 0.35 0.66 4.33 3.41 0.25 0.49
345 kPa 1.41 0.41 1.78 0.12 0.48 1.42 2.41 3.29 4.40 4.03
414 kPa 1.31 0.45 1.07 0.45 1.88 0.98 1.20 2.05 0.02 0.14
483 kPa 1.21 0.55 0.79 0.67 1.37 2.32 2.40 1.57 1.91 1.94
552 kPa 0.57 1.20 0.40 1.82 1.81 2.78 1.01 1.87 2.37 2.25
621 kPa 3.63 5.45 1.30 2.70 2.33 3.33 2.19 3.05 7.35 7.13
Average 4.12 3.23 3.11 2.36 3.76 3.36 8.00 7.42 5.26 5.70
Table A.5: Force Percent Error at 75% Free Contraction
VB/V 0.75 0.695 0.64 0.58 0.438
Model:E1&Ei i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4 i=3 i=4
69 kPa 77.92 66.09 74.13 56.82 17.32 13.70 87.45 81.66 2.29 2.91
138 kPa 1.42 9.66 2.45 11.19 4.18 0.06 0.73 4.03 51.11 60.37
206 kPa 1.45 1.88 2.07 6.85 0.47 1.87 1.87 1.09 22.06 27.28
276 kPa 1.54 0.08 3.31 1.73 0.33 0.90 4.64 4.55 1.38 1.71
345 kPa 2.61 1.94 3.52 2.66 0.33 0.24 2.14 2.29 9.15 7.58
414 kPa 4.13 3.28 3.79 3.06 4.06 3.32 0.78 0.34 4.04 3.11
483 kPa 5.07 3.77 3.31 2.36 1.00 0.05 6.05 5.37 0.13 0.45
552 kPa 4.10 2.28 2.40 1.05 1.12 0.20 2.26 1.17 0.39 0.58
621 kPa 3.85 6.35 0.41 1.25 0.47 1.16 0.24 1.67 8.63 8.60
Average 11.34 10.59 10.60 9.66 3.25 2.39 11.80 11.35 11.02 12.51
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